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Abstract 

 

An extensive range of treatments of both inherited and acquired diseases are now 

possible due to our ability to permanently introduce foreign genes into 

chromosomes. However, the uncontrolled nature of random vector gene insertion 

presents a mutagenic risk. In this dissertation, a novel piggyBac (pB) transposon 

system has been developed to address potential genotoxicity issues. We 

hypothesized that modifications to the pB transposase could facilitate safer gene 

addition into mammalian genomes. In Chapter 2, we present a single-plasmid 

system, termed GENIE, that incorporates all of the required components for 

integration. These vectors are able to inactivate the pB gene after excision of the 

delivery transposon from the plasmid. This feature eliminates potential negative 

consequences that could arise from the persistence of an active pB transposase 

inadvertently taken up by the genome. In Chapter 3, we explore an application of our 

GENIE vector system by demonstrating effective knockdown of telomerase reverse 

transcriptase (TERT) in human immortalized cell lines. A significant hurdle for safer 

therapeutic gene addition is developing a method for controlling the precise location 

of insertion. We have developed a targetable transposase system by fusing DNA 

binding domains (DBDs) to pB in order to localize insertions near specific recognition 

sequences. In Chapter 4, we improved the GENIE vector system by fusing a GAL4 

DBD to the pB transposase and demonstrated the ability of our vectors to target 

transgenes to predetermined sites. Gal4 recognition sites found on episomal 
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plasmids and on target sequences introduced into the human genome were 

preferentially targeted by our chimeric Gal4-pB transposase. Furthermore, a 

genome-wide integration analysis revealed the ability of our fusion constructs to bias 

integrations near endogenous Gal4 recognition sequences. In Chapter 5, we 

demonstrated site-specific and user-defined transposition to the CCR5 genomic safe 

harbor. Custom TALE DBDs were designed to bind the first intron of the human 

CCR5 gene. These TALE proteins were incorporated into a variety of novel targeting 

vectors that used both plasmid-DNA and transposase-protein relocalization to the 

target sequence. We used these vectors to isolate single-copy clones harboring 

targeted integrations.  
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Chapter 1. Introduction 

 

1.1 Gene Addition using Viruses 

A critical issue concerning gene addition using popular viral vectors is their tendency 

to preferentially insert cargo near actively transcribed genes (1-8) and importantly, 5 

of the 20 patients enrolled in two SCID-X1 HSC gene therapy trials developed T cell 

acute lymphoblastic leukemia due to vector-mediated insertional mutagenesis (9-

11). In this case, leukemic transformation was due to activation of endogenous 

genes by gammaretroviral long terminal repeats (LTRs). Self-inactivating vectors 

devoid of LTR promoter activity have been proposed as an alternative (12), however 

the semi-random integration pattern of these vectors present a mutagenic risk. 

 

1.2 The CCR5 Genomic Safe Harbor for Gene Transfer  

The ability to accurately insert therapeutic genes to genomic safe harbors in human 

cells has been described as the “holy grail” of transpositional research (13). 

Genomic safe harbors can be defined as loci well-suited for gene transfer, as 

integrations within these sites are not associated with adverse effects such as proto-

oncogene activation or tumor suppressor inactivation. Furthermore, safe harbors 

should allow stable transgene expression across multiple cell types. One such 

putative site, chemokine C-C motif receptor 5 (CCR5), has been identified and used 

for integrative gene transfer. CCR5 is a member of the beta chemokine receptor 

family and is required for the entry of R5 tropic viral strains involved in primary 

infections. A homozygous Δ32 deletion in the CCR5 gene confers resistance to HIV-
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1 virus infection in humans. Disrupted CCR5 expression, naturally occurring in about 

1% of the Caucasian population, does not appear to result in any significant 

reduction in immunity (14). A clinical trial has demonstrated safety and efficacy of 

disrupting CCR5 via targetable nucleases, see below, as part of an anti-HIV 

therapeutic approach (15).  

 

1.3 Directed Gene Transfer Approaches  

Directed gene transfer approaches have been recently developed in order to resolve 

issues associated with random integration. Homologous recombination, the routine 

method for site-directed integration into embryonic stem cells for the generation of 

knockout animals, has been beset by low efficiencies. As an alternative, single 

stranded AAV vector-mediated homologous recombination has been used to correct 

point mutations efficiently (16-18).  

 

1.3.1 Transcription activator-like effectors (TALEs)  

TALEs are plant pathogen proteins that were recently shown to contain a DNA-

binding motif (19, 20). A simple “recognition code” has been established by 

correlating hypervariable residues within domain repeats to the recognition of 

specific DNA base pairs. Binding specificity is determined by customizable arrays of 

amino acid repeats, with each repeat independently specifying its targeted base. 

TALEs can therefore be designed to bind desired sequences by arranging the 

appropriate repeats in tandem. Such arrays have been used to design TALE 

nucleases (TALENs), chimeric proteins that consist of a TALE DBD and a Fok1 
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nuclease domain, to induce targeted double-stranded breaks in the genome to 

increase the efficiency of homologous recombination (21). TALENs have been used 

to cause intentional mutations or insert whole genes at respective targets (22). 

 

1.3.2 Clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPRs) 

Recently, an RNA-programmable nuclease has been re-purposed for inducing 

directed DSBs (23, 24). The CRISPR system uses a CRISPR associated 9 (Cas9) 

nuclease complexed with a user-defined guide RNA (gRNA) to recognize and cut 

complementary sequences. Unlike TALENs, this system doesn’t require custom 

protein design but instead simply involves the input of a 20 bp target sequence 

expressed as a piece of a single small gRNA.  

 

Both TALEN and CRISPR approaches take advantage of host homology-directed 

repair to introduce a co-delivered donor template at the desired sequence. 

Importantly, efficiencies for targetable nucleases far exceed traditional homologous 

recombination, enabling straightforward gene transfer into such cells as human 

embryonic stem cells (ESCs) and induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs). However, 

the nuclease component can cause off-target cleavage events that result in 

undesired mutations and require complex genotoxicity screens (25-33). Concerns 

about cyto and genotoxicity remain significant obstacles to be overcome for 

nucleases to be safe strategies. Furthermore, gene addition using homology 

directed repair requires replication, thus limiting nuclease technology to dividing 

tissues. Although nucleases are efficient at facilitating gene transfer, development of 
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alternatives that do not rely on DNA double-stranded breaks and involve the 

associated risks of off-target mutagenesis are necessary to improve the safety of 

genome engineering. 

 

1.4 Transposon-Based Vectors 

Class II transposases achieve transposition by excising the transposon from the 

donor DNA followed by stable insertion into the recipient DNA sequence. Several 

transposon systems, among them Sleeping Beauty (SB) and pB, have been shown 

to efficiently deliver trangenes in vitro and in vivo (34-40). pB, an insect transposase 

isolated from the moth Trichoplusia Ni, is highly efficient in a broad range of 

organisms and is able to integrate large gene cassettes of more than 100 kb (41). 

pB inserts a transposon flanked by terminal repeat elements (TREs) at TTAA 

tetranucleotide sites and the transposase has been shown to be able to excise the 

transposon without leaving a DNA footprint (42). Our laboratories were the first to 

demonstrate that pB was the optimal transposase for transfecting mammalian cell 

lines (39) and generating transgenic animals (40, 43). We have since improved the 

plasmid constructs to be self-inactivating and to contain all transpositional machinery 

on a single helper-independent plasmid (GENIE) in order to reduce possible 

genotoxicity due to unintentional transposase integration (40). We have also shown 

that pB is the only transposase amenable to a Gal4-DBD fusion with little loss in 

activity (39).  
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1.5 GENIE Vector Design  

We designed our pB-based GENIE constructs to address several safety issues 

concerning integrating vectors. One of the novel characteristics of our vector is its 

self-inactivating mechanism. The 3’-TRE, located within an intron of pB spatially 

separates the cytomegalovirus (CMV) immediate early enhancer, chicken β-actin  

 

promoter and β-globin intron (CAG) promoter from the pB gene (Figure 1-1). 

Therefore, enzymatic excision of the transposon, located between the TTAA sites, 

from the plasmid during transposition will result in the separation of the CAG 

promoter from 5’ end of pB. The now promoterless transposase, residing in the 

remaining plasmid backbone will therefore be inactive if inserted non- 

transpositionally into the genome, reducing the possibility of potential genotoxic 

effects. To prevent the CAG promoter from driving gene expression downstream of 

the insertion site we engineered in-frame stop codons into the chimeric intron. This 

is expected to stop any protein synthesis from mRNA constructs that may be 

erroneously synthesized (40). As an additional safety feature, two 500-bp chicken b-

globin HS4 (CSH4) insulators were inserted to flank the transgene cassette to 

reduce transcriptional silencing and position effects imparted by chromosomal 

 

Figure 1-1  GENIE plasmid design 
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TTAA TTAA
CHS4 CHS4
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sequences. An additional effect these insulators provide is to eliminate functional 

interactions of the transgene enhancer and promoter sequences with neighboring 

chromosomal sequences.  

 

 

1.6 Stable Integration of short hairpin RNA (shRNA): An Application of 

the GENIE Vector  

shRNA is a type of RNA that can be used to knockdown specific transcripts using 

the RNA interference (RNAi) mechanism. Following transcription, the shRNA forms 

a hairpin that mimics pri-microRNA that can be processed by Drosha. This process 

creates pre-shRNA which is exported from the nucleus and processed by 

cytoplasmic Dicer. The subsequent product is then loaded into the RNA-induced 

silencing complex (RISC). The antisense strand of the RNA then binds to 

complementary endogenous mRNA and directs RISC cleavage to this mRNA. The 

final result of this process is sequence specific gene silencing (44).  

 

The telomerase enzyme is used by eukaryotic cells to add DNA sequence to the 

ends of chromosomes. Telomerase adds DNA repeats ("TTAGGG" in vertebrates), 

called telomeres, to protect coding DNA from the inherent shortening of DNA during 

replication. The synthesis of Okazaki fragments during replication requires an RNA 

template followed by a DNA strand. When replication hits the end of the 

chromosome, no DNA follows the RNA template causing the last fragment to not be 

synthesized, thus the chromosome is shortened. Also, it has been shown that free 
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radicals caused by oxidative stress significantly cause additional telomere 

shortening (45). The two molecules that make up telomerase are telomerase reverse 

transcriptase (TERT) and telomerase RNA (TERC). TERT is a reverse transcriptase, 

which uses TERC single-stranded RNA as a template for the generation of single-

stranded DNA. The lengthening of telomeres by telomerase is a major factor in the 

potential for cells to become immortalized, as cells that continuously lose DNA after 

each division tend to become senescent. In fact, ~90% of known cancers have 

upregulated telomerase (46). Therefore we used shRNA expressed from our GENIE 

vector to stably knockdown TERT in immortalized cell lines. We demonstrated a 

successful reduction of TERT expression and associated reduced telomerase 

activity and length of telomeres. 

 

1.7 DNA Binding Domain (DBD) Directed Transposition 

Targetable nucleases only create the initiating double strand breaks, which are 

subject to multiple and uncontrolled cellular repair pathways. More efficient, safer, 

and predictable gene targeting can be accomplished with a targetable protein that 

can perform all the enzymatic steps, such as a targetable transposase. In a recent 

publication, we demonstrated, for the first time, DBD-directed transposition into 

endogenous genomic sequences (47). In this study we demonstrated that Gal4-pB 

fusion proteins but not native pB were capable of targeting transposition to 

chromosomal locations nearby upstream activating sequence (UAS) sites.  
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1.7.1 TALE Directed Transposition 

Following this original proof-of-principle publication, a second targeting study 

explored further improvements to our plasmid architecture, including a hyperactive 

pB variant and customizable TALE-DBDs fused to the N-terminal of the pB 

transposase. These modifications enabled us to establish the first example of 

targeting an integrating enzyme to a user-defined TALE-directed endogenous 

location (48). Using this approach, we isolated clonal expansions of cells positive for 

a single insertion into the CCR5 safe-harbor.  

 

To take advantage of the superior performance of the recently described TALE 

DBDs in regards to target selection and specificity we replaced the Gal4 DBD in our 

targetable transposon system (47) with custom TALE DBDs designed to bind the 

human CCR5 gene. Each TALE protein was designed to a 17-bp target site that was 

preceded by a required T base, and each contained at least 2 mismatches with any 

other site in the human genome. Regions within the genomic safe harbor locus were 

selected because of the high density of potential pB TTAA transposon insertion 

sites. We constructed two TALE DBDs for CCR5, denoted as TALC1 and TALC2. 

TALE design was based on framework described by Miller et al (49) and is similar to 

that used by Sangamo Biosciences. Our TALEs were shown to support high-affinity 

binding based on our gel mobility shift and cell-based reporter assays.  
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1.7.2 Targeted insertion site recovery 

Transfections of HEK293 cells with a chimeric TALE-pB plasmid resulted in targeted 

insertions to the CCR5 locus as analyzed by nested PCR. Primers had been 

designed to be either complementary to the TRE of the transposon or anneal up- or 

downstream of the CCR5 gene. A total of fourteen unique insertion sites within 

CCR5 were recovered. Nine of the fourteen insertion sites were located within 250 

bp of the TALE recognition sequence and two insertions were located ~600 bp 

away. In addition, three insertions were recovered far (>1200 bp) from the target 

sequence. Given that there are millions of TTAA sites available for random 

integration of the transposon into the host genome our data demonstrate that indeed 

TALEs display the ability to direct the pB transposase to a predetermined genomic 

locus.  

 

Targeted integration of a transposon is an all-or-nothing event that is readily 

identified by assaying the copy number of transposon insertions. Therefore a single-

insertion clone is not expected to have additional DNA modifications. In comparison, 

because targetable nucleases are capable of mutating the genome without 

introducing an identifiable insert, it remains difficult to confirm DNA integrity. 

Our copy number assay (47) was used to measure the total number of insertions for 

correctly identified clones. This duplex quantitative PCR compares the amount of 

product arising from amplification from inserted sequence relative to a constant 

endogenous sequence and is calibrated by a sample with a known number of 
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insertions. Importantly, this assay requires minimal gDNA template and can provide 

highly accurate results for up to 90 clones in a single PCR step. Targeted clones 

were considered verified only if found to contain a single insertion. This ensured that 

clones did not contain off-target integrations. 

 

1.8 Summary 

Viruses insert transgenes semi-randomly and can potentially disrupt or deregulate 

genes. Using a non-viral transposon-based vector we have alleviated potential 

genotoxic outcomes due to unwanted transposase integration. We have used this 

vector in a relevant application for the successful knockdown of TERT in 

immortalized cells. Finally, we have developed a non-viral genomic targeting vector 

that can safely integrate large transgenes into a single user-defined locus. 
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Chapter 2. Helper-independent piggyBac plasmids for 

gene delivery approaches: strategies for avoiding potential 

genotoxic effects 

 

2.1 Abstract 

Efficient integration of functional genes is an essential prerequisite for successful 

gene delivery strategies such as cell transfection, animal transgenesis and gene 

therapy. Gene delivery strategies based on viral vectors are currently the most 

efficient. However, limited cargo capacity, host immune response, and the risk of 

insertional mutagenesis are limiting factors and of concern. Recently, several groups 

have used transposon-based approaches to deliver genes to a variety of cells. The 

pB transposase in particular has been shown to be well suited for cell transfection 

and gene therapy approaches because of its flexibility for molecular modification, 

large cargo capacity and high transposition activity. However, safety considerations 

regarding transposase gene insertions into host genomes have rarely been 

addressed. Here we report our results on engineering helper-independent pB 

plasmids. The single-plasmid gene delivery system carries both the piggyBac 

transposase (pBt) expression cassette as well as the transposon cargo flanked by 

terminal repeat element (TRE) sequences. Improvements to the helper-independent 

structure were achieved by developing new plasmids in which the pBt gene is 

rendered inactive after excision of the transposon from the plasmid. As a 
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consequence, potentially negative effects that may develop by the persistence of an 

active pBt gene post-transposition are eliminated. 

The results presented herein demonstrate that our helper-independent plasmids 

represent an important step in the development of safe and efficient gene delivery 

methods that should prove valuable in gene therapy and transgenic approaches. 

 

2.2 Introduction 

The ability to safely and efficiently integrate genes into a host genome is essential 

for successful genetic modification strategies in the context of functional genomic 

studies, transgenesis and gene therapy. Currently, the most commonly used vectors 

for permanent or transient transfer of genes in pre-clinical gene therapy trials are 

virus-based; however non-viral vectors are also being developed. While it is possible 

to achieve stable genomic integration with high efficiency using viral vectors, multiple 

studies have pointed out serious disadvantages. Adenoviruses, for example, have 

been shown to evoke host immune responses (50), while retroviruses preferentially 

integrate transgenes into euchromatin thereby increasing the risk of insertional 

mutagenesis. Viral systems are also limited in cargo size (36, 51), restricting the size 

and number of transgenes and their regulatory elements. Finally, biosafety 

considerations and production costs are additional factors to consider when using 

viral vectors (51, 52). 

 

In order to avoid some of the potential drawbacks of viral systems, transposons have 

been tested and successfully used as an alternative in a diverse field of applications. 
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DNA transposons are mobile elements that generally use a “cut and paste” 

mechanism in which the DNA is excised by double strand cleavage from the donor 

molecule and consecutive integration into the acceptor molecule. Many of the initial 

experiments were conducted using SB (53). More recently however, pBt from the 

moth Trichoplusia ni has been widely used as a means for gene delivery in a variety 

of applications such as cell line transformation (39, 54-56), mutational analysis (57) 

and gene therapy (58). Additionally, the pB system displays several highly desirable 

features that are of great advantage for transgene integration; pBt is very efficient 

and has a higher transposition activity than any of the SB variants (39, 59, 60); the 

pB system allows for remobilization of transposons as they can be removed without 

leaving a “footprint” (42) and under certain conditions, pBt does not show any 

overproduction inhibition as do some members of the Tc1/mariner transposon super-

family (60, 61). Finally pBt has been shown to deliver transposons up to 18kb (56), 

the largest cargo size described to date in any of the transposon or integrating viral 

systems. 

 

Most transposition attempts for cell line transfections or gene therapy experiments 

with pB have used the two-plasmid donor-helper system. The donor-plasmid 

contains inverted terminal repeats flanking the transgene while the helper-plasmid 

transiently expresses the pBt enzyme, which catalyzes the insertion event from the 

donor plasmid to the host genome (62). Similarly, two component systems have 

been used for pBt-initiated transgenesis where a donor plasmid is co-injected with 

transposase RNA (63, 64). However, this approach is problematic because of issues 
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with RNA stability. The two-plasmid approach works well with cell line transfections 

but in our experience, this approach did not support transgenesis using 

Intracytoplasmic Sperm Injection (ICSI) (65).  

 

In order to develop a pB system that is more suitable for transgenesis and gene 

therapy experiments, helper-independent single plasmids were constructed, 

containing both the donor and helper elements of the pB transposition system in the 

same circular construct, similar to plasmids previously described (66, 67). This cis-

acting plasmid configuration ensures that both components, transposon and 

transposase, are delivered simultaneously to the nucleus and hence should result in 

an improved transposition efficiency. Here, we describe the structure and function of 

three such plasmids (piGENIE, pmGENIE-2 and pmGENIE-3): The plasmids were 

designed to contain the transposase in an arrangement that prevents the activation 

of the enzyme in case of random, non-transpositional integration of the plasmid 

backbone that originates from the plasmid after transgene excision. Such a feature 

will be invaluable in clinical relevant settings as it increases the safety of plasmid-

based research and gene therapy approaches as it prevents some of the potential 

genotoxic effects intrinsic in these systems. 

 

2.3 Experimental Procedures 

2.3.1 Plasmid Development.  

The original pB transposase DNA was a gift from Dr. Malcolm Fraser (University of 

Notre Dame, IN). All the original pBt cDNA constructs were under the control of the 
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CMV promoter in the plasmid pcDNA3.1Δneo, derived from pcDNA3.1 (Invitrogen, 

Carlsbad CA) by removing most of the neomycin resistance gene. The 

pcDNA3.1Δneo plasmid also contained a pUC replication origin for plasmid 

propagation in bacteria. The CMV promoter was converted into the more active CAG 

(CMV-IE enhancer, chicken β-actin promoter and β-globin intron) promoter by 

restriction digestion with SnaBI and EcoRI (all restriction enzymes were obtained 

from New England Biolabs (NEB), Beverly, MA). The fragment excised by the two 

restriction enzymes from pcDNA3.1Δneo+pB plasmids was discarded and replaced 

by a CAG fragment obtained with a similar restriction digestion from plasmid pCX-

EGFP (a kind gift from Dr. Junichi Miyazaki, Osaka University). After the appropriate 

fragments were gel purified and recovered, the CAG fragment was cloned by ligation 

into the pB cDNA contained in the pcDNA3.1Δneo plasmids, giving rise to pXC-

insect-pB or pCX-mouse-pB (pCX-ipB and pCX-mpB) constructs. 

 

piGENIE: pCX-ipB was restricted with PvuII, which cuts in two places between the 

polyA site of the pB gene and the pUC origin of replication (pUC ori), giving rise to a 

blunt-ended linearized product. An empty pB donor plasmid with a minimal multiple 

cloning site (MCS) in the transposon, flanked by the 3’- and 5’- terminal repeat 

elements (TREs) was restricted with PvuII, which cuts outside the 3’- and 5’-TREs 

and removes the ampicillin resistance gene and pUC ori sequences. The 

appropriate fragments from both plasmids were recovered by gel purification 

(Zymoclean, Zymo Research, Orange, CA) and ligated to each other at 16oC 

overnight with T4 DNA ligase (NEB, Beverly MA), with the 3’- TRE in line ahead of 
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the 5’-TRE. The resulting construct had the ampicillin resistance gene and the pUC 

ori conferred on it by the pCX-ipB construct. The Invitrogen RFC.1 Gateway system 

recombineering site was transferred by blunt-ended ligation into a SmaI site on the 

minimal MCS. 

 

pmGENIE-2: The donor plasmid pXLBAC-EGFP contained a CAG-promoter-driven 

EGFP gene between the 3’- and 5’- TREs of the transposon. The CAG promoter 

terminates with an EcoRI site as does the following EGFP gene. There is another 

EcoRI site just 3’- of the 3’-TRE. Therefore, EcoRI restriction digestion and 

purification of the correct fragment, followed by a T4 DNA ligation, leave a CAG 

promoter abating the 3’-end of the 3’-TRE, with the 5’-end of the CAG promoter 

being flanked by the 5’-end of the 5’-TRE. On the 5’-side of the 3’-TRE in the 

modified pXLBAC-EGFP plasmid, now referred to as DP, there is a PstI restriction 

site with a PsiI site further upstream. The MCS from pBluescript SK+ was restricted 

with PstI and PsiI and the purified fragment was cloned into similarly restricted DP 

plasmid. The newly introduced MCS contained a KpnI restriction site. DP plasmid 

was digested with PsiI and KpnI, and the appropriate fragment with the CAG 

promoter was column purified after gel separation. The mouse-codon-biased pB 

gene (mpB) was digested with PsiI at its 3’-end, including its BGH polyA site, and 

digested with KpnI at its 5’-end, just in front of its Kozak translation initiation site from 

the pcDNA3.1Δneo plasmid. After gel purification, the fragment was cloned into the 

corresponding DP plasmid sites, giving rise to plasmid DP-1, with the Kozak and 

ATG sites of the mpB gene fused to the 5’-end of the 3’-TRE. The Invitrogen RFC.1 
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recombineering site of the Gateway system was transferred from the piGENIE 

construct described above using the flanking SbfI digestion sites and cloned into a 

SbfI restriction site situated just 3’ of the CAG promoter in the transposon of DP-1. 

After verifying the orientation of the RCF.1 fragment, the new plasmid obtained was 

referred to as pmGENIE-2. 

 

Two plasmid donor-helper system: The donor plasmid was built by inserting the 

selection cassette into the SmaI/EcoRV sites of pXLBacIIPUbnlsEGFP, derived from 

pBSII-ITR1. This donor plasmid is a minimal pB vector with terminal repeat elements 

of 308 bp and 238 bp at the 5’ and 3’ ends, respectively. The helper plasmid (pCX-

mpB) was based on the ipBt helper plasmid described previously. The CMV 

promoter of ipBt was replaced by a CAG-promoter-driven mpBt gene by restriction 

digestion with consequent ligation. 

 

pmGENIE-3: The intron to be introduced into the mpB gene, including the 3’-TRE in 

the correct orientation, was synthesized by GenScript Corp., Piscataway, NJ. The 

intron sequence was flanked by mpB sequences on either side, with correct intron 

splicing consensus sequences engineered into it. The synthesized sequence 

additionally had BamHI restriction digestion sites engineered into it, matching the 

exact same site in the mpB gene and an upstream untranscribed region past the 

Kozak site. The fragment was introduced in the correct orientation into the DP-1 

construct described above by restriction digestion with BamHI and ligation. The 

orientation was verified by digestion and sequencing. The original 3’-TRE from the 
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DP-1 backbone was excised by EcoRI digestion from either side of it. The backbone 

fragment was re-ligated after gel and column purification, giving rise to plasmid DP-

2. DP-2 was converted into plasmid pmGENIE-3 by transfer of the Invitrogen RFC.1 

recombineering site of the Gateway system from the piGENIE construct described 

above. This was achieved by SbfI digestion sites flanking it and cloning into a SbfI 

restriction site situated just 3’ of the CAG promoter in the transposon of DP-2. After 

verifying the orientation of the RCF.1 fragment by sequencing, the new plasmid was 

referred to as pmGENIE-3. 

 

pENTR1a with pXC-EGFP+SV40-Hygromycin+bacterial-Kanamycin resistance 

gene: The plasmid pMMK-1 contained the pXC-EGFP+SV40-Hygromycin+bacterial-

Kanamycin resistance genes and the pUC origin of replication (pUC ori) in its 

transposon flanked by the 3’- and 5’-TREs of pB. In addition to expressing the EGFP 

and Hygromycin genes for mammalian selection, the transgene cassette also 

confers Kanamycin resistance on bacterial cells. The SnaBI restriction site in the 

CAG promoter of pXC-EGFP and a KpnI site downstream of the mammalian 

Kanamycin resistance gene and pUC ori were used to digest out the selection 

cassette from pMMK-1. The fragment was gel purified and recovered via column 

purification. The plasmid pENTR1a containing the sequence of the pTandem-1 

construct (Novagen, Madison, WI) was digested in the CMV IE enhancer region with 

SnaBI and at the end of the IRES sequence with KpnI. The region between SnaBI 

and KpnI was discarded by gel fragment purification as above and the fragment that 

had the pXC-EGFP+SV40-Hygromycin+mammalian-Kanamycin resistance genes 
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produced by SnaBI and KpnI digestion, ligated into it with T4 DNA ligase overnight 

at 16oC.  

 

2.3.2 Cell Transfections.  

HEK293T cells were maintained in complete DMEM supplemented with 10% heat 

inactivated FBS (Invitrogen). 0.5x105 cells per well were seeded in 12-well plates. At 

90% confluency, the cells were transfected using FuGene6 (Roche Applied Science, 

Dallas, TX) with 400ng of the respective circular GENIE DNA (or 100ng of helper 

and 200ng of donor) per well in triplicate. Twenty four hours later, 10% of the cells 

from each well were transferred into 10cm plates with 10ml DMEM supplemented 

with 10% FBS and 100 µg/ml HygromycinB (Invitrogen). The HygromycinB selection 

was maintained for 21 days, with the media changed every two days. Single cell 

colonies were established and expanded. Colonies were counted after fixing the 

cells with 4% Paraformaldehyde in 1xpBS for 10 minutes, and stained with 0.1% 

Methylene blue for 1h. We utilized two parameters, relative fold and percentage of 

transposition, to assess the transposition activity of the different plasmids. The 

relative fold was obtained by dividing the number of resistant colonies detected in 

cells transfected by GENIE plasmids with the colony number that resulted from 

random integration (i.e., controls with truncated transposases). The percentage of 

transposition is calculated by subtracting the number of hygromycin-resistant 

colonies detected in the controls from the number of resistant colonies in the 

presence of transposase, dividing by 0.5x105 (the number of cells originally seeded 

before transfection), and finally multiplying by 100. 
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2.3.3 Immunofluorescence protocol for embryo staining.  

Oocytes were washed in pBS-0.1% PVA ×3 and then fixed in pBS-0.1% PVA 

containing 4% paraformaldehyde at RT for 15 min. Following the removal of the 

zona pelucida, oocytes were washed again in pBS-3% BSA (RT, 15min×2). Cells 

were permeabilized and blocked with pBS-3% BSA containing 0.2% Triton X-100 at 

4 °C, overnight followed by 2 wash steps in pBS-3% BSA (RT, 15min). A 1:50 

dilution of the primary rabbit anti-mouse poly-clonal pB antibody (generous gift from 

Dr. M Fraser, Notre Dame) was used for the overnight staining at 4 °C and was 

followed by three pBS-3% BSA wash steps (RT, 30min). Secondary antibody 

staining at a dilution of 1:1000 (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Santa Cruz CA) was 

performed at room temperature for 1 hour, followed by three washes with pBS-0.1% 

PVA. Cells were mounted in Vectashield (Vector Labs, Burlingame, CA) containing 

2-5 µg/ml 4’,6‘–diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI; Invitrogen) to stain DNA. 

 

2.3.4 Southern Blot Analysis.  

Genomic DNA was isolated using the DNeasy kit (Qiagen, Valencia CA) following 

the manufacturer’s protocol. Twenty micrograms of each sample were digested 

overnight using 10 units of HindIII (NEB) per microgram of gDNA. Twelve 

micrograms of gDNA was run for 75 h on a 1% agarose gel at 15 V. The gDNA was 

then blotted to a Hybond + nylon membrane (GE Healthcare, Piscataway NJ) for 12 

h and processed for hybridization according to the method of Sambrook et al. 

(1989). A DIG-labeled EGFP probe was generated by PCR amplification using the 
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PCR DIG Probe Synthesis Kit (Roche Applied Science) and the following primers: 

EGFP F: (ACGTAAACGGCCACAAGTTC), EGFP R: 

(TGCTCAGGTAGTGGTTGTCG). PCR parameters used: initial denaturation at 94°C 

for 2 min, 35 cycles of 30s denaturation at 94°C, 30s annealing at 56°C, and 1min 

elongation at 72°C, with a final elongation for 10 min. Hybridization was performed 

overnight at 55°C using the DIG Easy Hyb Kit, (Roche Applied Science) and were 

processed according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Chemiluminescent signals were 

visualized with an LAS-3000 imaging system (Fuji, Stamford CT). 

 

2.3.5 Transposon Insertion Sites.  

In order to characterize insertion sites, either a Vectorette kit (Sigma, St. Louis MO) 

or inverse PCR (iPCR) was used. Vectorette PCR was performed as outlined in the 

manufacturer’s protocol. For iPCR, 1µg of DNA was digested with AflII, AvrII or AclI. 

The DNA was self-ligated with T4 DNA ligase (NEB) in dilute conditions and 

circularized fragments were used as templates for iPCR. For both iPCR and 

Vectorettes, primers directed from the terminal repeat elements into flanking 

genomic DNA were used: forward 5-TRE- GAG CTC CAA GCG GCG ACT GAG 

ATG and reverse 3-TRE- ACG CAT GAT TAT CTT TAA CGT ACG TCA CAA. PCR 

products were cloned into pGEM-T Easy (Promega) for sequencing according to the 

manufacturer’s protocol, sequenced at the genomics core facility of the University of 

Hawaii and analyzed with NCBI’s BLAST search (www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov). 
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2.3.6 Detection of Non-Enzymatic Plasmid Insertion.  

We performed PCR using different primers, templates and conditions. (A) Detection 

of EGFP in transgenic mice: PCR was performed using the Platinum PCR SuperMix 

(Invitrogen), with primers and cycling conditions described for the Southern blot 

analysis. (B) Detection of plasmid backbone insertion in transgenic mice and 

piGENIE transformed HEK293T cells was performed by PCR using Platinum PCR 

SuperMix and the following parameters: initial denaturation at 94°C for 2 min 

followed by 35 cycles of 30s denaturation at 94°C, 30s annealing at 56°C, and 1min 

elongation at 72°C, with a final elongation for 10 min. Primer pairs were Beta-glob-

Fwd-IDT (CGCCGGCAGGAAGGAAA) and ipB-R (GTAAGGGGTCCGTCAAAACA) 

for the detection of promoter and pB; ipB F (CGGAGTACCACTCGGTGAAT) and 

ipB R for the detection of insect pB; ipB F and 3'-TRE GENIE-A R (CCG ATA AAA 

CAC ATG CGT CA) for detection of insect pB and 3’-TRE. (C) Detection of 

transposon insertion of pmGENIE-2 transformed HEK293T cells: PCR was 

performed using the Platinum PCR SuperMix High Fidelity (Invitrogen), primers 

GenieA 5'-TRE_PUC ORI PCR-R (TGTGGAATTGTGAGCGGATA) and 6F: Genie-

1_direct_2417-F (AGCGAGATCGTGAAG TGGAC) and the following PCR 

parameters: initial denaturation at 94°C for 2 min, 5 cycles of 20s denaturation at 

94°C, 15s annealing at 64°C, and 20min elongation at 72°C followed by additional 

35 cycles of 20s denaturation at 94°C, 15s annealing at 58°C, and 20min elongation 

at 72°C, with a final elongation for 20 min. Amplicons of the expected size were 

isolated using a Zymoclean kit, cloned into pGEM-T Easy (Promega) and 

sequenced. mpBt detection was performed by PCR using Platinum PCR SuperMix 
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and the following parameters: initial denaturation at 94°C for 2 min followed by 35 

cycles of 30s denaturation at 94°C, 30s annealing at 56°C, and 1min elongation at 

72°C, with a final elongation for 10 min. mpB-F (GCTCACGTTGTGGCTGTAGA) 

and mpB-R2 (CAGCAAGTA CGGCATCAAGA) primers were used in this reaction. 

 

2.3.6.1 Oocyte Collection.  

B6D2F1 female mice underwent ovulation induction by intra peritoneal (i.p.) injection 

of 5 IU pregnant mare's serum gonadotrophin (Calbiochem, San Diego, CA), 

followed by i.p. injection of 5 IU human chorionic gonadotropin (hCG; Calbiochem) 

48 h later. Oocytes were collected from oviducts 14-16 h after the hCG injection and 

were then freed from cumulus cells by a 3-5 min treatment of 0.1% hyaluronidase 

(Sigma) dissolved in HEPES-CZB medium. 

 

2.3.6.2 Sperm Collection. Both caudae epididymides were excised from B6D2F1 

male mice. The droplet of sperm that welled up was transferred to a 1.5 ml 

Eppendorf tube containing HEPES-CZB medium and incubated for 15-30 min at 

room temperature. 

 

2.3.6.3 Intracytoplasmic Sperm Injection.  

ICSI was performed as described in detail by Kimura and Yanagimachi (65). For the 

experiment with piGENIE and pmGENIE-2, a small drop of sperm suspension was 

mixed thoroughly with a small drop of the same volume of HEPES-CZB medium 

containing 24% (w/v) polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP; MP Biomedicals, Solon, OH) and 
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different concentrations of circular GENIE plasmids (100, 200, 300, or 400ng/μl ). As 

a result, the final concentration of the PVP and DNA in the medium was 50, 100, 150 

or 200ng/ μl). The sperm head was separated from the midpiece and tail by applying 

one or more piezoelectric pulses in the medium containing DNA. After the midpiece 

and tail had been discarded, the head was redrawn into the pipette with DNA, and 

then sperm head and 0.22pg, 0.44pg, 0.66pg or 0.88pg (total amount) of plasmid 

were coinjected into an oocyte, respectively. For the pmGENIE-3 experiments, the 

sperm were treated with NaOH using a modified procedure based on the method 

described by Li et al. (68). Ten microliters of sperm suspension was mixed 1:10 with 

10 mM NaOH solution (Sigma) in an Eppendorf tube and placed at room 

temperature for 1 h. The suspension was then washed once by centrifuging with 

HEPES-CZB medium for 3 min at 10,000 rpm, and the pellet was resuspended in 

HEPES-CZB medium. An aliquot of the sperm was co-incubated with different 

concentrations of circular pmGENIE-3 (0.2-20ng/μl) for 30 min at room temperature. 

Only sperm that had lost their tail by the NaOH-treatment were selected for ICSI. 

Oocytes were activated artificially by incubating them in Ca2+-free CZB medium 

containing 10 mM SrCl2 (Sigma) at 37°C and 5% CO2 for 30 minutes. Sperm 

injection was then carried out with modification of the technique as described above. 

 

2.3.7 Oocyte Culture.  

Sperm-injected oocytes were transferred into CZB medium, and placed in an 

incubator. About 5-7 h after injection, the presence or absence of pronuclei in the 

oocytes was determined using an inverted microscope. After confirmation of 
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pronuclei presence, the oocytes were cultured in KSOM medium until they reached 

the 2-cell stage (24–30 h after microinjection). 

 

2.3.7.1 Embryo Transfer.  

ICSI oocytes which had reached the 2 cell stage were transferred into the oviducts 

of 8- to 16-week-old surrogate pseudopregnant CD-1 females at 0.5 days post coitus 

(dpc) that had been mated with vasectomized males of the same strain on the day 

before embryo transfer. Pregnant females were allowed to deliver and raise their 

pups. 

 

2.4 Results 

2.4.1 Helper-Independent Insect pB Vectors (piGENIE) are Active in HEK293T 

Cells and Support Transgenesis. 

As a first step, a helper-independent plasmid was constructed. This plasmid 

contained a CMV-early-enhancer/chicken β-actin and β-globin intron (CAG) 

promoter-driven insect pB transposase gene (ipBt), where both the CAG promoter 

and the pBt gene are located on the backbone, outside the terminal repeat elements 

(TREs) of the transposon (piGENIE). The transposon for piGENIE was engineered 

to contain the enhanced green fluorescent protein gene as a reporter, as well as a 

cassette with Hygromycin resistance and Kanamycin resistance genes to facilitate 

selection in eukaryotes and prokaryotes, respectively (Figure 2-1A). 
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In order to assess the transposition activity in human cells, embryonic kidney cells 

(HEK293T) were transfected with 400ng of piGENIE plasmids. The plasmid was 

administered in a circular form to cells by lipofection. To contrast the efficiency of 

piGENIE-mediated transgene integration with non-transpositional (i.e. endogenous) 

integration of the plasmid, cells were also transfected with 400ng of a construct 

lacking a functional pBt gene (piGENIE/∆piggyBac). Resistant clones larger than 

1mm were counted after 3 weeks of selection on Hygromycin (Figure 2-1B). These 

experiments demonstrated that piGENIE was active in mammalian cells: 5.8% of all 

cells used for the experiment displayed stable integration as exemplified by EGFP 

expression and Hygromycin resistance. Furthermore, piGENIE was able to mediate 

transposition at levels significantly above those of random, non-transpositional 

integrations (Table 2-1). 

 

Genomic DNA (gDNA) from two clones derived from two individual, stably 

transfected single HEK293T cells was analyzed for the number of transgene 

integration sites by Southern blot with a transposon-specific probe for EGFP. The 

gDNA was digested with restriction enzymes ScaI and BamHI. Only ScaI cuts once 

inside the transposon to leave a 4,447bp fragment containing the EGFP gene. 

BamHI is expected to cut human gDNA about every 7,000bp. Depending on 

genomic environment of the transposon insertion site, each of the individual 

insertions facilitated by piGENIE resulted in an individual band of at least 4,447bp in 

Southern blots. At the used concentration, piGENIE proved to be extremely 

competent as both clones tested carried multiple transposons (Figure 2-1C). 
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Only a few laboratories have employed transposases as a tool for animal 

transgenesis (36, 63, 64, 69, 70). These experiments have been based on supplying 

the transposase either as protein, mRNA or, in the helper plasmid of the donor-

helper system. In order to avoid difficulties with proteins or mRNA and since, in our 

hands, the helper-donor approach did not yield any transgenic animals when 

employing ICSI, we examined if piGENIE could be used as an effective tool for 

transgenesis. ICSI transgenesis performed with the circular form of the plasmid and 

fresh sperm resulted in high rates of transgenic animals. For example using 0.663pg 

of piGENIE resulted in 18 transgenic mice, representing 69.2% of all animals born 

and 22.8% of oocytes injected. Surprisingly, all of the transgenic animals exhibited 

mosaic EGFP signals by epifluorescence (Figure 2-1D). When F0 animals were 

mated to wild-type mates of the same strain, all resulting transgenic F1 pups 

displayed no mosaicism. All of the F1 animals that survived to adulthood were 

sacrificed at two years of age and examination of their tissues showed no signs of 

tumor formation. The phenomenon of mosaicism in F0 transgenic animals is thought 

to be due to transgene integration after the first chromosomal replication. However, it 

is also possible that non-transpositional integration of the plasmid as a whole or of 

the backbone only (post transposition) resulted in the integration of an active ipBt, 

which ultimately led to the observed mosaicism. From cell transfection and 

transgenesis studies with transposons, it is evident that, in virtually every instance 

reported, there is some non-transpositional integration of plasmids (36, 39, 53, 60, 

64, 71, 72). Such non-transpositional integrations were shown to apply to both 

helper and donor plasmids (36). To distinguish backbone insertions from whole 
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plasmid insertions, several PCR assays were performed on gDNA from 10 founder 

mice, and the piGENIE plasmid as a control, priming for several sites within the 

plasmid: (1) EGFP, (2) ipBt, (3) a region spanning the 3’-end of the CAG promoter to 

ipBt, and finally (4) a sequence spanning ipBt to the 3’-TRE (Figure 2-1E). While, as 

expected, all of the mice were positive for EGFP, this analysis also yielded 

amplification products in all of the samples for the ipBt gene and the promoter, 

indicating non-transpositional insertion of the plasmid. More specifically, as no 

amplicons were obtained for the region spanning the ipBt gene and the 3’-TRE, we 

assumed that all of these observed non-transpositional insertions were derived from 

backbone segments only. pBt has been shown to excise transposons without 

leaving a footprint in the donor genome (42). It is therefore probable that these non-

transpositionally inserted plasmid backbones originated from the re-circularized 

plasmid after excision of the transposon and its TREs as previously reported (39). 

Since insertion of an active pBt with its promoter into the genome of a host may 

result in hopping of the transgene—a feature advantageous for gene function 

studies, but undesirable for gene therapy or transgenesis experiments—a new 

plasmid was engineered to ameliorate this issue. 

 

2.4.2 pmGENIE-2: A Mouse Codon-Biased Self- Inactivating Vector. 

A new plasmid designated pmGENIE-2 contained the same transposon as piGENIE, 

but differed from it in two components: (1) a mouse-codon-optimized pBt gene 

proven more effective in cell transfection experiments (73) replaced the ipBt gene; 

and (2) the 3'-TRE was located between the CAG promoter and pBt gene (Figure 2-
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2A). Therefore, enzymatic excision of the transposon from the plasmid during 

transposition would result in the separation of the CAG promoter from the mpBt 

gene. The promoterless mpBt gene, residing in the remaining plasmid backbone 

should therefore be inactive if inserted non-transpositionally into the genome of the 

host by the DNA repair mechanism, reducing the possibility of potential genotoxic 

effects. 

 

HEK293T cells were transfected with 400ng of circular pmGENIE-2 plasmid or the 

respective control (pmGENIE-2/∆piggyBac). To compare our helper-independent 

system to the more commonly used two-component donor-helper system, HEK293T 

cells were also transfected with 100ng of helper plasmid containing the mpBt gene 

driven by the CAG promoter (pCX-mpB) and 200ng of donor plasmid carrying the 

EGFP, Hygromycin resistance and Kanamycin resistance genes. Cells were 

maintained under Hygromycin selection for 3 weeks to exclude the possibility of 

detecting persistent episomal plasmid. To validate our approach of inactivating non-

transpositionally inserted pBt genes, several PCR screens were performed. 

Genomic DNA, extracted from mixed populations of HEK293T cells transfected with 

pmGENIE-2 were used for these reactions. For comparison, gDNA from piGENIE 

transfected cells was used. The respective plasmids (piGENIE and pmGENIE-2) 

served as positive controls for successful amplification. The obtained amplicons 

were subsequently analyzed by sequencing. Amplification of a region spanning the 

3’-end of the CAG promoter and the ipBt gene resulted in products from the gDNA 

as well as the piGENIE plasmid control (Figure 2-2B) indicating some non-
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transpositional insertion of the piGENIE plasmid backbone as also demonstrated in 

Figure 2-1E. Long-range PCR using primers that anneal within the mpBt gene and 

downstream of the 5’-TRE result in 11.2 kb products from the pmGENIE-2 plasmid 

only but not from the gDNA of pmGENIE-2 transfected cells (Figure 2-2B), verifying 

the absence of persistent episomal plasmids in the sample. It further suggests the 

lack of non-transpositional insertion of full-length plasmid. In contrast, the same 

amplification reaction gave rise to a 1.0 kb PCR product from gDNA, an amplicon 

absent in the plasmid control reaction (Figure 2-2B), representing amplification from 

the promoterless backbone that remains after transposon excision. Taken together, 

these findings validate our strategy of inactivating mpBt in pmGENIE-2 by separating 

the gene from its promoter during transposition. Thus, non-transpositional insertion 

of the plasmid backbone can result only in the incorporation of a promoterless 

transposase gene. The importance of this feature of pmGENIE-2 is further 

emphasized by the detection of PCR amplicons for pBt from non-transpositionally 

inserted helper plasmid in donor-helper experiments (Figure 2-7). 

 

As a next step, pmGENIE-2 was evaluated in regards to its transposition activity. 

Colony-forming assays showed that the donor-helper system, which demonstrated 

efficiencies similar to those of previous experiments (39), resulted in half as many 

stably transfected colonies when compared to the helper-independent approach 

(Figure 2-2C). Furthermore, pmGENIE-2 was able to mediate transfection rates at 

levels considerably above those resulting from piGENIE-mediated integration (Table 

2-1). 
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To assess the influence of plasmid concentration on the number of simultaneous 

transgene integrations, HEK 293T cells were transfected with different 

concentrations of pmGENIE-2 (Figure 2-2D). Genomic DNA was extracted from 

clonal expansions of single transfected HEK293T cells after they had reached 

confluence in a T75 flask at approximately four months. Southern blot analysis of 

this gDNA revealed that lower plasmid amounts result in fewer transgene insertions, 

with the highest number of insertions at 400ng. These preliminary data suggest that 

pmGENIE-2, in the highest amount tested, is a powerful tool for in vitro transposition 

and may be better for applications, such as mutagenesis, where large numbers of 

inserts are desirable. 

 

Subsequently, ICSI was performed to investigate pmGENIE-2’s ability to support 

animal transgenesis, using the same experimental setup as described for piGENIE. 

Visual assessment of the animals by epifluorescence revealed that pmGENIE-2 is 

indeed amenable to in vivo experiments and, contrary to piGENIE, results in both 

mosaic and full transgenic animals (Figure 2-2E). Similarly to piGENIE ICSI 

experiments, all transgenic F1 animals obtained from mating F0 to wild-type animals 

were true transgenics and survived to two years of age without any detectable 

tumorigenesis.  

 

To assess transposon integration frequency for these transgenesis experiments, 

gDNA obtained from five founder mice (F0) was analyzed by Southern blots with an 

EGFP-specific probe. All of the mice displayed only a few transgene insertions, with 
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one mouse having seven insertions while two other founders only showed the 

presence of one transgene (Figure 2-2F). In comparison to cell transfections, it 

appears that pmGENIE-2 is less efficient in inserting transposons into oocytes. 

However, the significant differences of the two experimental systems do not allow for 

such a conclusion. Transgenic founders (F0) were mated with wild-type B6D2F1 

mice to evaluate transposon transmission through the germline, again by subjecting 

gDNA from these F1 animals to Southern blot analysis. Two animals (F1-6 and F1-8) 

inherited one out of two transgenes, whereas the other animals inherited all copies 

present in the respective founders. Moreover, a comparison of the banding patterns 

for F0 and F1 animals indicated that the transgenes were not subject to relocation by 

local hopping, demonstrating the validity of our approach for inactivating the 

transposase gene. 

 

The Southern blot analyses for both pmGENIE-2 HEK293T cell transfection and 

ICSI-mediated mouse transgenesis indicated the presence of bands smaller than 

5kb. However, HindIII restriction digestion of the gDNA used in these experiments 

should result in fragments of at least 5004bp or larger (Figure 2-2). We assumed 

that these bands originate from non-transpositional insertions of plasmid fragments 

that contain the EGFP transgene. 

 

Genomic location of transposon integrations were then characterized in several 

individual HEK293T clones and F1 transgenic mice by either inverse or vectorette 

PCR. A summary of the identified insertion sites are listed in Table 2-2. Only high-
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quality sequences that showed a transposon terminal repeat element immediately 

adjacent to the pBt target site (TTAA) and directly followed by a genomic sequence 

were used. Our results were similar to other studies describing insertion patterns for 

pBt (59, 74). Approximately half of cell line integrations were found in intergenic 

regions. However, we also identified three intronic locations and one insertion into 

an exon of the cadherin-10 gene. In contrary, all of the transposon-gDNA junctions 

in the transgenic animals could be assigned to intergenic regions. While it is possible 

that pBt displays specific integration patterns depending on cell type, species or 

experimental setup the limited number of integration sites analyzed precludes such a 

conclusion. 

 

Additional evidence for the functional competence of the plasmid was obtained by 

antibody studies with oocytes injected with pmGENIE-2. The time course 

demonstrated pBt expression as early as six hours after sperm injection with peak 

production at 30 hours (Figure 2-3). At this time point the transgenic embryos were 

at the two-cell stage and showed early EGFP expression, as previously reported 

(67). At 48h, the embryos were at the four-cell stage: the signal for the pBt 

decreased, presumably because of inactivation of the pBt gene during transposition. 

EGFP expression however, remained constant because of insertion of the 

transposon into the oocyte genome. 
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2.4.3 pmGENIE-3: A Helper-Independent piggyBac Plasmid Optimized For 

Gene Therapy Experiments. 

Evidence of plasmid backbone insertions with piGENIE (Figure 2-1E) made it 

necessary to modify the plasmid architecture to avoid the insertion of an active pBt 

gene into host genomes. Initially, we had re-engineered the plasmid so that the CAG 

promoter driving the pB gene resides on the transposon, while the gene itself is 

located on the plasmid backbone (pmGENIE-2). Thus the CAG promoter and pBt 

are separated during transposition, rendering the gene inactive. Moreover, should 

pBt be inserted into the genome by non-transpositional integration of the backbone, 

it would remain inactive unless the activity of a promoter adjacent to the site of 

insertion would drive its transcription in the correct orientation. However, as the CAG 

promoter is part of the inserted transposon, it is possible that it could potentially 

influence the transcription of genes downstream of the insertion site. 

 

In the new construct pmGENIE-3, the 3’-TRE of the transposon resides within an 

intron engineered into the pBt gene near its 5’-end (Figure 2-4A). Such a design 

allows transcription of pBt only from pre-transposition plasmids but not from re-

circularized plasmid backbones that remain after the transposition event. During 

transposition, pBt binds to the 3’-TRE inside the chimeric intron as well as to the 5’-

TRE, forming the synaptic complex. Hence, only a truncated, inactive pBt gene 

would remain on the plasmid backbone after excision. This truncated pBt cannot 

contribute to any hopping of inserted transposons, even if integrated into the host 

genome by non-transpositional insertion and driven by a promoter from an adjoining 
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gene. Additionally, the CAG promoter left in the transposon cannot contribute to 

aberrant gene activation, as the small 5’-end fragment of the pBt gene and the 

remaining intron terminate at a UAA stop codon engineered into the construct. This 

design should, in effect, mitigate any influence on downstream host DNA genes. 

As a first step, we evaluated the presence of an integrated pBt backbone by 

genomic PCR of pmGENIE-3 transfected HEK293T cells following methods 

described for piGENIE transfections. Sequence analysis of the obtained amplicon 

indicated that the insertions derived from re-circularized pmGENIE-3 plasmids, as 

they contained reconstituted TTAA sites generated by transposon excision and 

consecutive re-circularization of the backbone plasmid. The data also confirmed that 

non-transpositional insertion of the pmGENIE-3 backbone leaves only an inactive 

pBt behind (Figure 2-4A and 2-5). Again, we found no evidence of full-length 

pmGENIE-3, indicating the absence of episomal pre-transpositional plasmid. More 

importantly, the data also indicates the lack of non-transpositional insertion of full-

length plasmid. 

 

We investigated if the new design of the plasmid would negatively influence its 

transposition efficiency in in vitro and mouse transgenesis experiments. Our results 

from the colony-forming assay demonstrated that pmGENIE-3 displayed the highest 

gene-delivery efficiency as compared to the less intricate piGENIE and pmGENIE-2 

plasmids (Figure 2-4B, Figure 2-6 and Table 2-1). A Southern blot analysis of 

HEK293T clones derived from transfected, single HEK293T cells showed a similar 

number of transgene insertions as observed for the other two plasmids, indicating 
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that the new plasmid retained transposition competence (Figure 2-4C). Insertion site 

data obtained for pmGENIE-3 provided evidence that the modified pBt gene retains 

its enzymatic transposition activity (Table 2-2). 

 

ICSI transgenesis experiments were performed to assess the potential of pmGENIE-

3 as a tool for generating transgenic animals. We introduced a modification to the 

pre-treatment of spermatozoa we had used for pmGENIE-2 transgenesis. Instead of 

using fresh sperm, spermatozoa were incubated with 1mM NaOH to remove their 

plasma membrane. This procedure has been reported to improve transgenesis 

efficiency by reducing chromosomal damage associated with freeze-thaw treatment 

of spermatozoa, ultimately resulting in higher offspring rates after embryo transfer 

(75). In these ICSI experiments, at the most efficient concentration of 0.7ng/µl of 

pmGENIE-3 in the circular form, 11 transgenic mice obtained, five of which were true 

transgenics. Similarly to piGENIE and pmGENIE-2 ICSI experiments, all pmGENIE-

3 transgenic F1 animals obtained by mating the F0 animals to wild-type mates were 

full transgenics and are surviving to date without any detectable tumorigenesis. 

 

2.5 Discussion 

In this study, we developed novel helper-independent pB gene delivery plasmids. 

These plasmids are more effective for HEK293T cell transfections and ICSI 

transgenesis than the two-plasmid donor-helper approach. In piGENIE mediated 

transgenesis, all of the transgenic animals were mosaic. A PCR analysis of gDNA 

from piGENIE mice revealed random, non-transpositional insertion of the plasmid 
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backbone, presumably in the linearized form. pBt-mediated transposition from 

chromosomal DNA does not alter the donor site but instead reconstitutes the original 

TTAA tetranucleotide after excision of the transposon (42). In plasmids post 

transposition, reconstitution of the TTAA site of the remaining linear backbones 

should result in their re-circularization. This mechanism applies to transposon 

excision from plasmids in systems other than pB as well (76, 77). Re-circularized 

plasmids remain in the nucleus and are thought to be degraded over time. However, 

our data suggests that some of these plasmids are inserted into the host genome, 

possibly by the host DNA repair mechanism, as reported elsewhere (78). As the 

piGENIE plasmid backbone contains an active pB gene, such insertions may result 

in pBt transcription in the host cell and can thus cause transgene relocation. This 

may contribute to the observed transgenic mosaicism and potentially to deleterious 

genotoxic modifications, resulting in decreased fitness of the organism. 

 

As an alternative approach, transpositions can be catalyzed by supplying the 

transposase as mRNA (63). mRNA instability restricts its duration of activity and 

therefore the risk of introducing genotoxic effects. However, it is possible for the 

mRNA to undergo reverse transcription, potentially resulting in insertion of the pBt 

cDNA into the host genome by non-homologous recombination (79). We modified 

our helper-independent piGENIE plasmid in two steps, thereby significantly 

improving its safety. The latest plasmid, pmGENIE-3 features an intron spanning the 

3’-TRE that allows the transposase to be transcribed from unmodified plasmids only. 

After transposition, the remaining re-circularized plasmid backbone contains a 
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truncated transposase gene. Even if the re-circularized plasmid is then integrated 

into the host genome near an active promoter, the non-functional pBt gene cannot 

be expressed due to lack of an initiation codon. Additionally, after transposition, the 

pmGENIE-3 transposon retains the CAG promoter, which now can only drive the 

expression of a non-functional short transcript with a pre-engineered stop codon. As 

a consequence, the transposed promoter cannot activate neighboring host genes 

upon integration. These safety features integrated into pmGENIE-3 are of great 

importance for any gene therapy approach using transposase-based systems, as we 

and others (36, 39, 53, 60, 64) have reported a certain amount of non-transpositional 

plasmid integration when using pB or SB based transposition, independent of the 

specific system or application. The lack of full-length GENIE plasmid insertions in all 

of our transfection experiments, further emphasizes the importance of self-

inactivating plasmids for gene delivery experiments. 

 

To further reduce the risk of unwanted, potentially oncogenic modifications of the 

host genome, additional elements can be integrated into the vector design. For 

example, the use of a chimeric transposase consisting of the transposase itself and 

a DNA binding domain such as zinc finger motifs, could potentially target the 

transposon integration to specific DNA regions. pBt was previously shown to be 

amenable to such molecular modification while retaining its full transpositional 

activity, whereas other transposases lost their activity (39, 80). Furthermore, Chen et 

al. (81) reported using plasmids modified to carry chicken-beta-globin insulators 

flanking the transgene in their pBt-mediated transposition system in human 
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embryonic stem cells. These insulators have the potential not only to shield 

transcribed regions of the host genome from outside regulatory influences but also 

to act as barriers against position-dependent transgene silencing. 

 

In our initial experiments with HEK293T cell transfection, a large number of 

transposition events per transfection were observed at the highest plasmid 

concentration. This result suggests that our CAG promoter-driven pmGENIE plasmid 

is a powerful tool for in vitro transposition. However, it may be better suited for 

mutagenesis experiments or other applications where large numbers of inserts are 

desirable. For example, a high number of transgene insertions may be of advantage 

during tumor reduction approaches where plasmids are used to introduce suicide 

genes. Here, multiple insertions of transgenes can potentially amplify the toxic effect 

by increasing expression of the suicide gene. Transfections with lower amounts of 

plasmids yielded cells with fewer transgene integrations. Hence, for transfection 

experiments requiring fewer inserts, using lower plasmid concentrations or modifying 

the plasmids to contain a less potent pBt promoter may prove beneficial. 

 

Southern blots analyses of gDNA from transgenic animals did not indicate any 

concatemerized insertion of the transgenes. Such concatemerized insertions are 

commonly reported for transgenesis performed with pronuclear microinjections and 

ICSI. This phenomenon is believed to be due to ligation of the linear transgenes in a 

head to tail orientation and subsequent integration into the host genome by 

homologous recombination (36, 78, 82-84). Transgene insertions mediated by the 
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pBt seem to avoid such concatemers. During pB transposition a single transposon is 

excised from the plasmid to form a synaptic complex that appears to prevent the 

ligation of the transgenes into concatemers. Therefore, the cut and paste 

mechanism of transposases appears to ensure that only individual transgenes 

excised from the plasmid participate in transposition. 

 

We have noted non-transpositional insertions of single plasmid constructs as well as 

donor and helper plasmids during our transfection and transgenesis experiments. 

These observations are shared by many others (36, 39, 53, 60, 64, 71, 72); 

however, there are reports demonstrating a complete removal of the plasmids by 

degradation, post transposition (85). We are presently unable to consolidate these 

contradictory findings; however, it is possible that the extend of this random, non-

transpositional insertion of plasmids is cell and tissue specific or dependent on 

plasmid architecture and methods used in plasmid preparation. In in vitro 

experiments, multi-transgene insertion or local hopping of the transposon may be a 

lesser concern. Here, such events may potentially be genotoxic, but can result only 

in an increased number of dead cells, thereby reducing transfection efficiencies. In 

gene therapy approaches, avoiding deleterious events introduced by the plasmid or 

plasmid fragments is critical. Therefore, the safety features incorporated into 

pmGENIE-3 represent an important step towards using transposon-based systems 

for gene therapy where reporter genes will be replaced by therapeutic genes. The 

architecture described herein should also be applicable to transposase systems 

such as SB or Tol2, improving their safety in gene therapy experiments. 
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2.6 Figures 
 

 
2.6.1 Figure 2-1. piGENIE supports cell transfections and animal transgenesis. (A) 

Schematic representation of piGENIE. The transposon cassette is delimited by the 

3’- and 5’-TREs. Transposon size, restriction sites within the transposon and 

Southern blot probe location are indicated. (B) 0.5x105 HEK293Tcells were 

transfected with 400 ng of piGENIE plasmid. As control for random non-

transpositional integration of the plasmid HEK293T cells were transfected with 

400ng of a construct (piGENIE/∆piggyBac) lacking a functional pBt gene. 

Transposition activity was measured by counting methylene blue stained, 

hygromycin-resistant colonies after a three-week selection period. Data are shown 
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as mean values with S.D. (N=3). (C) Southern blot analysis of gDNA from a clonal 

expansion of transfected cells to analyze insertion events. Samples were digested 

with ScaI and BamHI and probed with a DIG-labeled DNA fragment corresponding 

to the EGFP gene. (D) Depiction of mosaic piGENIE transgenic mice. (E) 

Assessment of plasmid backbone insertions into the genome of ten piGENIE mice 

by PCR analysis (piGENIE plasmid served as a control). The analysis revealed that 

while all animals are transgenic for EGFP (top panel), they also displayed ipB gene 

insertions (second panel from the top). Moreover, amplification products for the ipB 

gene with its CAG promoter were obtained (second panel from the bottom) but not 

from a region spanning the ipB gene and the 3’-TRE (bottom panel), indicating non-

transpositional insertion of the plasmid backbone only but not of the entire plasmid. 
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2.6.2 Figure 2-2. Analysis of pmGENIE-2. (A) Schematic representation of 

pmGENIE-2. The transposon cassette is delimited by the 3’- and 5’-TREs. 

Transposon size, restriction sites within the transposon and Southern blot probe 
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location are indicated. (B) The mpBt is separated from its CAG promoter during 

transposition: 0.5x105 HEK293Tcells were transfected with 400 ng of pmGENIE-2 

plasmid. As a control, HEK293T cells were transfected with 400ng pmGENIE-

2/∆piggyBac lacking a functional pBt gene. Genomic DNA, extracted from a mixed 

population of HEK293T cells transfected with piGENIE or pmGENIE-2 were used for 

PCR analysis, where piGENIE or pmGENIE-2 plasmid DNA served as control. (i) 

Amplification of a region spanning the 3’-end of the CAG promoter and the ipB gene 

resulted (schematic depiction of primers are indicated as arrows) in products from 

the gDNA and from the piGENIE plasmid control. (ii) Long-range PCR of the 

complete transposon, priming within the mpBt gene and downstream of the 5’-TRE 

resulted in full length 11.2 kb products from the pmGENIE-2 plasmid control but not 

from the gDNA of pmGENIE-2 transfected cells. (iii) In contrast, the same 

amplification reaction gave rise to a smaller 1.0 kb amplicon from gDNA, but not 

from the plasmid. (C) Transposition activities of pmGENIE-2 (400ng) and the helper-

donor (200ng donor and 100ng helper) plasmids (and equal amounts of their 

respective controls) as measured by counting hygromycin-resistant colonies. Data 

are shown as mean values with S.D. (N=3). (D) Representative samples of a 

Southern blot analysis of HEK293T cells transfected with different amounts of 

pmGENIE-2 (E) Depiction of full transgenic, mosaic and non-transgenic pmGENIE-2 

transgenic littermates. (F) Southern blot analysis of gDNA from pmGENIE-2 

transgenic founder and F1 mice. 
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2.6.3 Figure 2-3. Time course of pB and EGFP protein expression in transgenic 

embryos generated by ICSI. pBt expression was visualized by immunofluorescence 

using a polyclonal antibody for the pBt protein and is detectable above background 

levels as early as 6 hours. Peak expression was observed at about 30h 

corresponding with early detection of EGFP transgene expression. Pictures in the 

Tm column represent transmission images of the developing embryos. DAPI was 

used to visualize nuclei. 

 

 

 
2.6.4 Figure 2-4. Analysis pmGENIE-3 transposition. (A) Schematic representation 

of pmGENIE-3 and the truncation of the pBt gene during transposition. The 

transposon cassette for genomic integration is delimited by the 3’- and 5’-TREs. Ci 

represents the chimeric intron. Transposon size, restriction sites within the 

transposon and Southern blot probe location are indicated. (B) 0.5x105 HEK293T 
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cells were transfected with 400ng of pmGENIE-3 or pmGENIE-3/∆piggyBac. 

Transposition activity was measured by counting methylene blue stained, 

hygromycin-resistant colonies after a three-week selection period. Data are shown 

as mean values with S.D. (N=3). (C) Southern blot analysis of HindIII digested gDNA 

from clonal expansions of pmGENIE-3 transfected cells. Samples were probed with 

a DIG-labeled DNA fragment corresponding to the EGFP gene. (D) Southern blot 

analysis of HindIII digested gDNA from pmGENIE-3 transgenic mice. 

 

Table 2-1

 
 
2.6.5 Table 2-1. Comparison of transposition efficiencies of piGENIE, pmGENIE-2 

and pmGENIE-3. We utilized two parameters, relative fold and percentage of 

transposition, to assess the transposition activity of the different plasmids. 
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Table 2-2

2.6.6 Table 2-2. Transposon integration sites identified in HEK293T cells and 

transgenic mice. Inverse or vectorette PCR was performed on gDNA from 

pmGENIE-transfected cells or tail biopsies from transgenic mice as described in 

Materials and Methods. The pBt consensus integration site at the tetranucleotide 

TTAA is highlighted in red. Chromosomal locations are noted in column 3 (Chr). 

Integration into RefSeq genes are annotated in column 4 (Location). 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
2.6.7 Figure 2-5. Evidence for pmGENIE-3 backbone insertions into the host 

genome. We evaluated the presence of integrated pBt backbone by genomic PCR of 

pmGENIE-3 transfected HEK293T cells. Sequence analysis of the obtained 

amplicon indicate that the insertions derived from re-circularized pmGENIE-3 
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plasmids, as they contained reconstituted TTAA sites generated (indicated by red 

bar) by transposon excision and consecutive re-circularization of the backbone 

plasmid. The data also confirmed that non-transpositional insertion of the pmGENIE-

3 backbone (see Figure 2-4A) leaves only an inactive pBt behind. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.6.8 Figure 2-6. Comparison of plasmid transfection efficiencies in HEK293T cells. 
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2.6.9 Figure 2-7. Evidence for pCX-mpB helper plasmid insertions into the host 

genome. Amplicons were obtained by amplification of the mpBt gene from HEK293T 

cells gDNA, transfected with the helper-donor system. The pCX-mpB helper plasmid 

served as a control for successful amplification. 
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Chapter 3. Effective Targeted Gene Knockdown in 

Mammalian Cells Using the piggyBac Transposase-based 

Delivery System 

 

3.1 Abstract  

Non-viral gene delivery systems are rapidly becoming a desirable and applicable 

method to over-express genes in various types of cells. We have recently developed 

a pB transposase-based, helper independent and self inactivating delivery system 

(pmGENIE-3) capable of high efficiency transfection of mammalian cells including 

human cells. In the following study, we have assessed the potential of this delivery 

system to drive the expression of short hairpin RNAs (shRNA) to knock down genes 

in human cells. Two independent pmGENIE-3 vectors were developed to specifically 

target knock-down of an endogenous gene, telomerase reverse transcriptase 

(TERT), in telomerase positive human immortalized cell lines.  

 

Compared to a transposase-deficient vector, pmGENIE-3 showed significantly 

improved short term transfection efficiency (~4-fold enhancement, 48 hour post-

transfection) and long term integration efficiency (~5-fold enhancement) following 

antibiotic selection. We detected a significant reduction of both TERT expression 

and telomerase activity in both HEK293 and MCF-7 breast carcinoma cells 

transfected with two pmGENIE-3 construct targeting distinct regions of TERT. 

Importantly, this knock down of expression was sufficient to abrogate telomerase 
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function since telomeres were significantly shortened (3-4 Kb, P<0.001) in both 

TERT-targeted cell lines following antibiotic selection of stable integrants. Together 

these data show the potential of the pB non-viral delivery system to stably knock 

down gene expression in mammalian cells, and indicate the potential to develop 

novel tumor targeting therapies.  

 

3.2 Introduction  

Transposon based systems are simple and efficient transfection tools suitable for a 

variety of gene transfer applications (86). These plasmid-based gene delivery 

vehicles represent alternatives to popular integrating viral approaches. Advantages 

over viral vectors include tolerance by the immune system, decreased preference for 

integration into genes, and increased cargo capacity (1-3, 50, 87). Additionally, viral 

approaches are burdened by expense in production and biosafety considerations 

(52). Initial transposition experiments in vertebrate cells used the SB system. The 

SB transposon, originally reconstructed from inactivated sequences found in fish 

genomes, has proven to be a flexible and effective non-viral genetic tool (34, 88, 89). 

Recently, pB,  isolated from the moth Trichoplusia Ni, has emerged as a highly 

efficient gene delivery vector for numerous in vitro and in vivo applications (36, 37, 

39, 40, 67, 90). The typical 2-plasmid system includes both a "helper" plasmid 

encoding the transposase enzyme and a "donor" plasmid containing the intended 

integration sequence, such as a gene of interest, flanked by the transposon terminal 

repeat elements (TREs). Upon entrance to the cell, the pB transposase recognizes 

the TREs and excises the transposon from the donor plasmid. pB subsequently 
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integrates the transposon permanently into the genome at a TTAA tetranucleotide 

sequence. By introducing pB TREs into bacterial artificial chromosomes (BACs) it is 

possible to facilitate integration of large pB inserts greater than 100 kb (41). pB's 

unprecedented cargo capacity can allow for the integration of large genes, 

regulatory elements, and multiple reading frames. pB has been used to generate 

induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) due to its ability to precisely excise its 

transposon from the genome without leaving a DNA "footprint" (62). This feature 

allows for the removal of transgenes following complete reprogramming without 

leaving residual sequences (38). Additionally, pB has been shown to be amenable to 

DNA binding domain fusions, allowing for targeted transposition to chromosomal 

locations (91). 

 

We have recently designed improved self-inactivating vectors that contain all 

transpositional machinery on a single helper-independent plasmid, termed 

pmGENIE-3 (40). pmGENIE-3 encodes a specialized pB transposase containing a 

TRE within an engineered intron. Upon transfection, pB recognizes the TREs and 

subsequently excises the transposon from the plasmid, thereby truncating the 

transposase gene. This design renders the transposase inactive after excision. 

Consequentially, potentially negative genotoxic effects that may develop by the 

persistence of an active pB gene are eliminated. 

 

Over the past 20 years, RNA interference, using silencing RNA molecules or short 

hairpin RNA molecules (shRNA) has developed into a reliable method to target and 
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reduce the expression of specific genes. Eukaryotic expression vectors have been 

shown to effectively drive expression of shRNA in mammalian cells, however the 

relative ability of transposase-based delivery systems, in particular the pB 

transposase systems, have not yet been thoroughly assessed. Telomerase is an 

enzymatic complex that is required for prolonged cancer cell proliferation and is 

present in ~90% of all human tumors (92). The activity of the telomerase complex is 

entirely dependent on expression of the catalytic component of telomerase, 

telomerase reverse transcriptase (TERT) (93, 94). Therefore, in the present study, 

we sought to assess the potential of a novel pB-based vector to express shRNA to 

specifically target TERT, in human telomerase positive cell lines. 

 

3.3 Experimental Procedures 

3.3.1 Vector Design 

The pmGENIE-3 transposase-based delivery system has been described previously 

(95). pmGENIE-3 is compatible with Gateway recombineering cloning (Life 

Technologies) for simple addition of target genes into the transposon portion of the 

construct. The two shRNA sequences were modeled after human miR-30 and were 

designed to target distinct regions of the TERT mRNA, specifically, 5’-

AGCAAGTTGCAAAGCAT -3’ (Tert1 shRNA) and 5’-

CGAGCTGCTCAGGTCTTTCTT -3’ (Tert2 shRNA). The shRNAs were located 3' to 

a bicistronic TurboGFP and puromycin coding region driven by the cytomegalovirus 

(CMV) promoter. Each cassette including shRNA was excised from lentiviral pGIPZ 

shRNAmir plasmids (catalog #s RHS4430-101132965 and RHS4430-99161517, 
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Thermo Scientific) via XbaI and BglII (New England Biolabs) and cloned into an 

empty pENTR1A (Life Technologies) vector in preparation for Gateway 

recombineering into pmGENIE-3.  

 

3.3.2 Cell lines and transfection 

The HEK293 and MCF-7 cell lines were grown in standard culture conditions (37oC, 

5% CO2) in DMEM for HEK293 and DMEM F12 for MCF-7, both in high glucose, 

complete media with 10% FBS. Cells were transfected using FuGENE 6, (Roche) 

per manufacturers’ instructions. Cells were selected with Puromycin (HEK293 cells 

with 500 ng/ml, MCF-7 cells with 300ng/ml). 

 

3.3.3 Measurement of TERT expression 

Relative levels of TERT mRNA were assessed by real time RT-PCR using a Bio-

Rad IQ cycler. Total RNA was isolated from cells using TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen). 

RNA cleanup and DNase treatment was done using the RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen). 

One microgram of total RNA was reverse transcribed using the iScript Advanced 

cDNA Synthesis Kit for RT-qPCR (Bio-Rad). The real-time PCR assays were 

performed in 25 μL reactions using iQ SYBR Green Supermix (Bio-Rad), 50 ng 

cDNA and 0.4 μM of forward and reverse primers. Analysis was done using a MyiQ 

Single-Color Real-Time PCR Detection System (Bio-Rad). Thermal cycling 

conditions were: 2 min at 50°C and 10 min at 95°C for initial denaturation, followed 

by 40 cycles at 95°C for 15 s and 54°C for 1 min, and a dissociation step at 95°C for 

15 s, 54°C for 30 s and 95°C for 15 s. Gene relative quantification (RQ) of hTERT 
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was calculated as described by Livak and Schmittgen (31) and normalized with the 

housekeeping gene hypoxanthine phosphoribosyltransferase (HPRT). All samples 

were analyzed in triplicate along with no RT controls. Primers used for amplification 

were as follows:  

hTERT F, 5’-CGTCGAGCTGCTCAGGTCTT-3’ and R, 5’-

AGTGCTGTCTGATTCCAATGCTT-3’ (32): hHPRT F, 5’-

TGACACTGGCAAAACAATGCA-3’ and R, 5’-GGTCCTTTTCACCAGCAAGCT-3’ 

(33).  

 

3.3.4 Detection of Telomerase 

Telomerase activity was measured using the TRAP assay (TRAPeze detection kit; 

Millipore) per manufacturers’ protocol. Briefly, 1 x 10^6 cells per sample were lysed 

on ice in CHAPS buffer (30 min) followed by centrifugation (12,000g, 30 min). The 

supernatant was then used directly in TRAP reactions (PCR cycling conditions: 27 

cycles of 94oC/30 s, 60oC/30 s, 72oC/60 s). 

 

3.3.5 Telomere length analysis  

Telomere length was assessed by Southern analysis of terminal restriction fragment 

(TRF) length as previously described (26, 34). 

 

3.3.10 Statistical Analysis 

All measurements are shown as the mean of 3 or more independent measurements. 

Error bars represent standard error. P-values represent Student’s t Test. 
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3.4 Results 

We have previously shown that the pmGENIE-3 transposase-based non-viral 

delivery system can efficiently express genes in mammalian cells both in vitro and in 

vivo in transgenic mice (95, 96). To assess the capacity of this system to knock-

down target genes using RNA interference, we developed two vectors, pmGENIE-3-

Trt1 and pmGENIE-3-Trt2, to express shRNA targeting TERT (Figure 3-1). We 

initially compared transfection efficiency of our actively integrating pmGENIE-3 to a 

passive, transposase-deficient pGIPZ shRNAmir vector expressing the same TERT-

targeting shRNA. We found the transient transfection levels (72 hours post 

transfection) to be enhanced ~4-fold using the pmGENIE-3 vector (Figure 3-2A). 

Furthermore, following selection with antibiotic, we observed ~5-fold enhancement of 

the frequency of stably transfected cells receiving pmGENIE-3 based on GFP 

expression (Figure 3-2B). 

 

To assess the ability of pmGENIE-3-Trt1 and pmGENIE-3-Trt2 to knock-down 

TERT, we stably transfected both HEK293 cells and MCF-7 cells with these 

constructs. We also generated control cell lines transfected with a pmGENIE-3 

construct without shRNA (pmGENIE-3-Trt0). At ~2 months post-selection, we 

observed significant reduction in relative levels of TERT mRNA for both constructs in 

HEK293 and MCF-7 (P≤0.001) cells (Figure 3-3). To determine whether this level of 

knock-down was sufficient to have an effect on the telomerase enzymatic complex, 

we also measured telomerase activity in these cells. We observed significantly 
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(P≤0.02) reduced levels of telomerase activity with both constructs in HEK293 and 

MCF-7 cells, in agreement with reduced levels of TERT mRNA (Figure 3-4). These 

observations confirm that the non-viral pmGENIE-3-TERT delivery system is 

capable of knocking down target genes via stable expression of shRNA.  

We next sought to determine if the reduced level of telomerase had a physiological 

effect in these cell lines. Specifically, we measured telomere length by southern 

analysis of terminal restriction fragments (TRFs) at ~ 2 months post-transfection 

(Figure 3-5). For both HEK293 and MCF-7 cells transfected with either pmGENIE-3-

Tert1 or pmGENIE-3-Tert2, we observed a significant reduction in telomere length. 

For the HEK293 cell line, which has relatively short initial telomere length, we noted 

that telomeres were approaching critical length required to maintain cell viability (~3 

Kb; 25,26). An analysis of proliferation rate in cells transfected with the TERT 

targeting vectors revealed a marked (>2-fold) reduction in growth by ~2 months 

post-transfection in cells (Figure 3-6). 

 

3.5 Discussion 

Transposition-based gene delivery systems are appealing tools which bypass the 

use of viral vectors for transgene delivery. Transposase/transposon vectors have 

been shown to have less of an affinity for transcriptional start sites, transcribed 

regions, and proto-oncogenes than lenti- and retro-viruses and their ease of 

production at low expense make them ideal candidates to evaluate human 

applications of gene therapy (74). We have modified the pB transposon system to 

consist of a single self-inactivating vector for highly efficient generation of stable 
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transformants in mammalian cells in vitro as well as in transgenic animals (95, 96). 

Due to our previous success at utilizing helper-independent pB constructs to stably 

transfect cell lines and animals with marker genes such as EGFP, we speculated 

that transgenes that affect the biological function of cells would have the same 

successful delivery and integration. 

 

In the present study we have assessed the ability of our single plasmid pB vector, 

pmGENIE-3, to drive expression of shRNA and affect the target gene expression in 

human cell lines. The practical utility of silent interfering RNA to suppress cancer has 

been intensively studied over the past 10 years (97), however truly effective RNAi-

based therapies have yet to be developed. Telomerase, specifically TERT, has been 

studied as a target for RNAi technology (98). Indeed, a TERT-targeting RNAi 

therapeutic could potentially complement other anti-sense targeting methods, such 

as using stable anti-sense oligonucleotides that target the telomerase RNA 

component (99) to dramatically reduce telomerase levels and induce cancer cell 

senescence or apoptosis. We show in both HEK293 and MCF-7 cells that 

pmGENIE-3 vectors designed to target the TERT gene transcript, effectively knock 

down TERT expression and reduce telomerase activity levels. Furthermore, this 

knock down of telomerase was sufficient to effect the physiological function of 

telomerase, since in both cell lines it was accompanied by significant telomere 

shortening (P<0.001). These results suggest that the pB transposase-based delivery 

system is an effective technique for expressing shRNA and knocking down target 

genes in human cell lines, including tumor cell lines.  
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The ability of the pmGENIE-3 vector to efficiently knock down TERT and reduce 

telomerase levels, in conjunction with the high level of long term expression, 

indicative of genomic integration associated with this vector, suggest that pB 

transposase-based delivery systems may provide a new method to suppress tumor 

progression. We are presently undertaking experiments to assess the potential and 

effect of using pmGENIE-3 to knock down TERT and tumor cells an in vivo in murine 

model.  

 

In summary, we have shown that the pB transposase-based delivery system is 

effective at shRNA driven targeted gene knock down in mammalian (human) cells. 

The ability to affect both telomerase and telomeres in a tumor cell line implies a 

potential utility for the pB vector in cancer therapy. 

 

3.6 Figures 
 

 
3.6.1 Figure 3-1. Map of the pmGENIE-3 pB transposase-based vector. Included in the 

vector design are ubiquitously expressed GFP to facilitate detection of transfectants, IRES-

Puro to allow stable selection of integrants, and a site to allow insertion of shRNA 

sequences.  
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3.6.2 Figure 3-2. Comparison of the short term and long term transfection efficiency of 

pmGENIE-3 to a transposase-deficient lentiviral vector. A. HEK293 cells were transiently 

transfected (Lipofectamine) in triplicate with equal amounts of either pmGENIE-3 or pGIPZ 

shRNAmir plasmid and the fraction of GFP positive cells (the ratio of GFP+ to GFP- cells) 

was assessed by FACS analysis at 72 hours post-transfection. B. HEK293 cells were 

transfected as in A, followed by 4 week selection with Puromycin. Values represent the 

number of total GFP+ cells relative to a control reference sample transfected with an empty 

pmGENIE-3 vector grown without selection. Standard error bars and P-value (student’s t 

Test) are shown. 
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3.6.3 Figure 3-3. Analysis of the potential of pmGENIE-3 to perform RNAi mediated knock 

down of gene expression in human cells. Human cell lines (HEK293 and MCF-7) were 

transfected with pmGENIE-3 vectors expressing shRNA targeting hTERT. Following 

Puromycin selection, the relative expression of hTERT was assessed using real time RT-

PCR. Expression values, normalized to Gapdh, are shown relative to corresponding control 

cells (transfected with Trt0). All analyses were performed in triplicate; standard error bars 

are shown. 
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3.6.4 Figure 3-4. Analysis of pmGENIE-3 mediated hTERT knockdown of telomerase 

activity in human cell lines. Telomerase activity was measured using the TRAP assay in the 

same cells as assessed in Figure 3. All analyses were performed in triplicate; standard error 

bars are shown. 
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3.6.5 Figure 3-5. Analysis of the physiological effect of pmGENIE-3 mediated gene knock 

down in human cells. Following Puromycin selection, telomere length analysis was 

performed on the same cells that were transfected with the hTERT targeting pmGENIE-3 in 

Figure 3. A. Sample blots of southern analysis of TRF length for HEK293 and MCF-7. C-no 

treatment control; 0- pmGENIE-3-Trt0; 1- pmGENIE-3-Trt1; 2- pmGENIE-3-Trt2. B. 
Quantitative analysis of mean TRF length for all samples. All analyses were performed in 

triplicate; standard error bars are shown. P value represents Student’s t Test. 
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3.6.6 Figure 3-6. Effect of TERT-targeting shRNA expression on growth rate of HEK293 

cells. Cells were transfected with pmGENIE-3 followed by continuous growth in the 

presence of Puromycin (2µg/mL) starting at 72 hours post-transfection. At 30 days post-

transfection (~25 population doublings), Equal numbers (250,000) of control cells 

(untransfected/Puro free or pmGENIE-3-Trt0 transfected) or TERT-targeted cells 

(pmGENIE-3-Trt2 transfected) were seeded in 100mm dishes and allowed to grow for 4 

weeks. Cells were passaged a total of 3 times (1:20 split). Cells were counted every fourth 

day. 
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Chapter 4. Chimeric piggyBac transposases for genomic 

targeting in human cells 

 

4.1 Abstract 

Integrating vectors such as viruses and transposons insert transgenes semi-

randomly and can potentially disrupt or deregulate genes. For these techniques to 

be of therapeutic value a method for controlling the precise location of insertion is 

required. The pB transposase is an efficient gene transfer vector active in a variety 

of cell types and proven to be amenable to modification. Here we present the design 

and validation of chimeric pB proteins fused to the Gal4 DNA binding domain (DBD) 

with the ability to target transgenes to predetermined sites. Upstream activating 

sequence (UAS) Gal4 recognition sites harbored on recipient plasmids were 

preferentially targeted by the chimeric Gal4-pB transposase in human cells. To 

analyze the ability of these pB fusion proteins to target chromosomal locations, UAS 

sites were randomly integrated throughout the genome using the SB transposon. 

Both N- and C-terminal Gal4-pB fusion proteins but not native pB were capable of 

targeting transposition nearby these introduced sites. A genome-wide integration 

analysis revealed the ability of our fusion constructs to bias 24% of integrations near 

endogenous Gal4 recognition sequences. This work provides a powerful approach 

to enhance the properties of the pB system for applications such as genetic 

engineering and gene therapy. 
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4.2 Introduction 

The ability of integrating vectors to permanently introduce foreign genes into 

chromosomes has resulted in major advances in the fields of genetic engineering, 

functional genomics, and gene therapy. For these techniques to be of value in the 

clinical setting it is imperative that insertions occur at known safe loci in order to 

avoid deregulation of the cell due to deleterious integrations and to control 

expression of transgenes. Commonly used viral vectors have been shown to 

preferentially insert their cargo near transcriptional start sites (1-3) and there has 

been increasing concern for the implications of insertional mutagenesis (7, 8, 11). 

Thus, the safety of insertional therapies would be improved by the ability to target 

vector integration to a specific genomic safe harbor.  

 

Cys2His2 zinc finger proteins (ZFPs) can bind to specific sequences by inserting an 

alpha-helix into the major groove of the DNA double helix. These DBDs are specific 

for 6 bp to 18 bp DNA sites and can now be easily designed in a few weeks and be 

made to target almost any location in the genome (100-104).  

 

By fusing ZFPs to activator or repressor domains novel zinc finger effectors have 

been used to upregulate or downregulate transcription (105-108). Recently, zinc 

finger nucleases (ZFNs), chimeric proteins that consist of a ZFP and a Fok1 

nuclease domain, have proven to be effective in a variety of applications such as 

gene disruption, transgene integration and the generation of knockout mice (109-

113). By inducing targeted double-stranded breaks (DSBs) and using the host cell’s 
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repair machinery ZFNs have been used to cause intentional mutations or insert 

whole genes at respective targets (114-117). However, the nuclease component of 

ZFNs can cause off-target cleavage events that result in undesired mutations. 

Concerns about cyto and genotoxicity remain significant obstacles to be overcome 

for this to be a safe strategy (27-29, 109, 118).  

 

An alternative approach has been to directly fuse DNA integrating enzymes to ZFPs 

in an attempt to localize activity of the vector to a specific genomic location (119). 

For example, ZFP-HIV-1 integrase fusions packaged in virions showed promise with 

preferential targeting in both plasmids and genomic DNA (gDNA), albeit at low levels 

(120-124). Programmable recombinases using zinc fingers bound to a catalytic 

domain have been shown to precisely integrate transgenes at predetermined sites 

(125-128). However, the catalytic domains for these proteins are sequence specific, 

thus targeting is limited to sites containing the required sequences. Steps have been 

taken to alter the sequence specificity of these catalytic domains in order to allow 

integration into novel sites (129, 130). 

 

Kaminski et al. suggested using transposases fused to a DBD as a method for 

directing transgene insertion and it was shown previously that modifications to the 

yeast retrotransposase Ty5 could influence its target selection profile (51, 131-133). 

Others have shown in E. coli that the ISY100 transposase bound to a ZFP from the 

mouse transcription factor Zif268 could target transgenes near the expected binding 

site on recipient plasmids 48% of the time (134). In addition, the prokaryotic mobile 
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element IS30 fused to the Gli1 transcription factor is able to target 

extrachromosomal plasmids in zebrafish embryos (135).  

 

The SB transposase has shown activity in mammalian cells and has been used for 

diverse non-viral applications (34, 88, 89). However, the direct fusion of DBDs to SB 

has lead to complete or significant reductions in transposase activity (39, 136, 137). 

Despite this, Yant et. al demonstrated DBD-SB fusion protein mediated transgene 

targeting at efficiencies of 18-33% to specific sites within plasmids in human cells. 

However, this group was unable to detect targeted integration when coupling SB 

with a DBD specific to an endogenous chromosomal location.  

 

pB, an insect transposase isolated from the moth Trichoplusia Ni, is highly efficient 

in a broad range of organisms including yeast and mouse as well as human cell 

lines and is able to integrate relatively large cassettes of more than 100kb. pB 

inserts transgenes at TTAA tetranucleotide sites and the transposase has been 

shown to be able to excise the transposon without leaving a DNA footprint (36-38, 

40-42, 56, 73, 138-141). Previously, we have shown that pB is amenable to a Gal4 

DBD fusion with little loss in activity (39). Furthermore, we demonstrated targeting to 

a plasmid recipient harboring the UAS Gal4 recognition site in Aedes aegypti 

embryos (142, 143).  

 

A wide range of applications would directly benefit from safe targeted transgenic 

insertion. We have tested both N- and C- terminal fusions of the classic Gal4 DBD to 
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the pB transposase and assessed for targeted integration in human cells near the 

UAS DNA binding sequence in a genomic setting. The aim of our experiments was 

to demonstrate the ability of a chimeric pB transposase fused to a DNA binding 

domain to target the genome. This proof of principle is important for transposition 

research and will serve as a basis for future improvements that one day may lead to 

safer transpositional gene therapy treatments in a clinical setting. 

 

4.3 Experimental Procedures 

4.3.1 Plasmid Development 

The mammalian codon biased pB transposase was a gift from Dr. Allan Bradley. The 

backbone for all pB plasmids was the self-inactivating helper-independent 

pmGENIE-plasmid system described earlier (40). The Gal4 DBD, (amino acids: 

KLLSSIEQACDICRLKKLKCSKEKPKCAKCLKNNWECRYSPKTK 

RSPLTRAHLTEVESRLERLEQLFLLIFPREDLDMILKMDSLQDIKALLTGLFVQDNV 

NKDAVTDRLASVETDMPLTLRQHRISATSSSEESSNKGQRQLTVS) was introduced 

via homologous recombination along with the linker: KLGGGAPAVGGGPK (142). 

The transgene for all pmGENIE constructs was a PCR amplified fragment from 

pERV3 (Agilent Technologies) including the bacterial and eukaryotic promoter driven 

neomycin gene. This fragment was TA-cloned into the pENTR1a vector (Invitrogen) 

that had been digested with HincII and EcoRI and then t-tailed using a terminal 

transferase (New England Biolabs). The ligation product, including the neomycing 

gene, was Gateway (Invitrogen) recombineered between the attR sites in the 

pmGENIE plasmid transposon. 
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The CMV-SB11 helper plasmid was a gift from Dr. Perry Hackett. To create the SB 

UAS donor plasmid pT2/HB cam UAS hygro, we used an intermediate plasmid 

(pELO4) that contains the chloramphenicol gene. The UAS site was isolated from 

the pGDV1-UAS plasmid by restriction digestion with HindIII and BamHI (142), and 

cloned into the pELO4 vector adjacent to its chloramphenicol gene. Two identical 

650 bp TTAA rich regions, custom synthesized from GenScript and excised from the 

pUC57 shuttle vector using BamHI or HindIII, were ligated to both sides of the UAS 

target sequence to make pELO4 cam TTAA-region UAS TTAA-region. The 

hygromycin gene from pEGSH (Agilent Technologies) was PCR amplified and 

ligated into the pT2/HB SB donor plasmid with BglII and HindIII and a unique NheI 

site was introduced with the PCR primers used. The pT2/HB hygro construct was 

linearized with NheI and a pELO4 PCR product, including cam, UAS and TTAA-rich 

regions, was added via In-Fusion (Clontech). This plasmid was then used to 

generate hygromycin resistant cell lines containing the SB transposon and UAS. The 

UAS-negative control SB donor plasmid was made by PCR amplifying all but the 

UAS site from the pT2/HB cam UAS hygro construct. This inverse PCR product was 

re-ligated to form the control plasmid which retained the TTAA rich regions but had 

the UAS removed.  

 

The pT2/HB cam UAS hygro construct was reduced in size by self ligation using 

XmnI and SmaI, and used as the recipient in the plasmid into plasmid experiment. In 

order to eliminate false positives during the plasmid into plasmid assay, the bacterial 
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suicide ccdB gene was added to the backbone of the pmGENIE plasmids by In-

Fusion. This strategy prevented recovery of double resistant colonies that contained 

delivery plasmid backbone resulting from non-transpositional insertion. All restriction 

enzymes were purchased from New England Biolabs. 

 

4.3.2 Cell Transfections 

Human embryonic kidney (HEK293) cells were maintained in complete DMEM 

supplemented with 10% heat inactivated FBS (Invitrogen) and prior to transfection 

0.5 × 105 cells per well were seeded in 12-well plates. To make the SB UAS and SB 

control cell lines lacking a UAS, 100ng of CMV-SB11 helper and 200ng of the 

appropriate pT2/HB SB donor plasmid were transfected using FuGene6 (Roche 

Applied Science) into cells at 90% confluency. Stable cell lines were obtained after 

30 days of culture in 100 μg∕mL HygromycinB (Invitrogen) and were cultured for an 

additional 3 weeks. We subjected these stable SB transposon containing cell lines to 

a second round of transfection with 400ng of helper-independent pmGENIE 

construct containing the neomycin selection cassette within the transposon. 

pmGENIE constructs with N- or C-terminal Gal4 fusion or native pB were transfected 

in triplicates into two independent SB UAS cell lines. Stable G418 resistant lines 

were obtained after 30 days and equal numbers of cells for each experiment were 

pelleted and frozen. Genomic DNA was isolated using the DNeasy kit (Qiagen) 

following the manufacturer’s protocol. A standard colony count assay was performed 

using all three constructs and a transposase-negative control as described 

previously (40).  
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4.3.3 Plasmid into Plasmid Assay 

HEK293 cells were transfected with 750ng each of UAS recipient plasmid pT2/HB 

cam UAS hygro and helper-independent pmGENIE delivery plasmids containing 

either of Gal4-pB fusions or native pB. Cells were grown without selection for 3 days 

then pelleted and episomal plasmids were isolated using the Zyppy plasmid 

miniprep kit (Zymo Research). Lucigen 10G Elite E. coli cells were electroporated 

with the isolated plasmid DNA and plated on double antibiotic camR/kanR plates for 

selection. Colonies were screened by duplex PCR to simultaneously confirm the 

integration of the delivery neomycin transposon as well as the excision of the 

transposon from the backbone of the delivery pmGENIE plasmid. Plasmid DNA from 

positive double antibiotic resistant colonies was purified by miniprep and sequenced 

using the primer pB 5TRE: ACG GAT TCG CGC TAT TTA GA which extends from 

the pB transposon into the adjacent sequence. Obtained sequences were aligned to 

the recipient plasmid pT2/HB cam UAS hygro to determine the insertion site and 

distance from the UAS site. The efficiency by which pB delivery transposons were 

integrated into recipient SB plasmids by the respective pB transposase was 

calculated by dividing the total number of correctly aligned sequences recovered by 

the percent of colonies screened. The percent colonies screened was calculated by 

dividing the total number of colonies PCR screened by the total colony count. (n=3, 

mean ± SD) Statistics include two-sided, two-sample Student’s t-test assuming 

equal variance P = 0.01. 
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4.3.4 Targeted Genomic Integration Site Recovery 

Genomic DNA was extracted from pooled clones of stably double transfected 

HEK293 cells and nested PCR was performed using forward primers designed to 

extend from either terminal repeat element (TRE) of the delivery pB transposon, 

while the reverse primers were designed to the SB UAS transposon target. Because 

of the repetitive nature of the UAS and surrounding sequence we did not obtain PCR 

products extending through the UAS and therefore designed two sets of reverse 

primers to identify insertions upstream and downstream of the UAS. See 

Supplementary Table 4-4 for primer sequences. Primary PCR products obtained 

using KOD Xtreme Hot Start DNA Polymerase (Novagen) were diluted 1:100 in H2O 

and used as template for nested PCR using Easy-A High-Fidelity Polymerase 

(Agilent Technologies). Amplification products were either first gel purified with 

Zymoclean Gel DNA Recovery Kit (Zymo Research) or directly TA cloned into the 

pGEM-T Easy Vector (Promega). Unique clones were verified by colony PCR, 

plasmid DNA was purified by miniprep and then sequenced with Sp6 or T7 primers. 

Sequences were aligned to the SB UAS transposon and distance to the UAS and 

exact insertion site locations were recorded. 

 

4.3.5 Copy Number Assay 

Monoclonal expansions of double-resistant hygromycin/G418 HEK293 cells which 

had been first transfected with SB UAS (pT2/HB cam UAS hygro) then with N- or C-

terminal Gal4-pB, or pB control pmGENIE plasmids (n=5 each) were seeded into 96 

well plates at low density and visually verified. gDNA from expanded clones was 
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isolated for Southern blot and qPCR copy number assay. In order to standardize the 

qPCR copy number assay a Southern blot was performed to identify a known 

number of insertions for representative pB and SB experiments. Genomic DNA was 

isolated using the DNeasy kit (Qiagen) following the manufacturer’s protocol. 20µg 

of each sample was digested overnight using 10 units of HindIII per µg of gDNA. 

12µg of digested gDNA was run for 75 h on a 1% agarose gel at 15V. The gDNA 

was then blotted to a Hybond + nylon membrane (GE Healthcare) for 12 h and 

processed for hybridization according to the method of Sambrook et al. (1989). A 

DIG-labeled probe was generated by PCR amplification using the PCR DIG Probe 

Synthesis Kit (Roche Applied Science) and the following primers: pB Southern 

Forward ACGTAAACGGCCACAAGTTC, pB Southern Reverse TGCTCAGGT 

AGTGGTTGTCG. SB Southern Forward AACTCGTTTTTCAACTACTCC-ACA, SB 

Southern Reverse ACTGTCGGGCGTACACAAAT. PCR parameters used: initial 

denaturation at 94°C for 2 min, 35 cycles of 30 s denaturation at 94°C, 30 s 

annealing at 56°C, and 1 min elongation at 72°C, with a final elongation for 10 min. 

Hybridization was performed overnight at 55°C using the DIG Easy Hyb Kit, (Roche 

Applied Science) and were processed according to the manufacturer’s protocol. 

Chemiluminescent signals were visualized with an LAS-3000 imaging system 

(Fujifilm). 

 

qPCR copy number assays were performed by duplex Taqman real-time PCR, 

where one assay interrogates the transgene copy number, while the other assay (to 

RNaseP) serves as a reference. Primers and probes were custom designed (to the 
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5’TRE for pB and the 3’TRE for SB) or pre-made (RNAseP) and were supplied by 

Applied Biosystems. The primer and probe sequences are as follows: pB 5TRE 

Copy Forward GTGACACTTACCGCATTGACAAG, pB 5TRE Copy Reverse 

GCTGTGCATTTAGGACATCTCAGT, pB Reporter ACGCCTCACGGGAGCTC, SB 

3TRE Copy Forward CTCGTTTTTCAACTACTCCACAAATTTCT, SB 3TRE Copy 

Reverse ACAATTGTTGGAAAAATGACTTGTGTCA, SB Reporter 

TTTGGCAAGTCAGTTAGGACATCTA. The assays were performed according to the 

TaqMan copy number assay protocol (Applied Biosystems) using the Step-One-Plus 

real-time PCR machine in a 20µl reaction volume containing 50ng DNA. A minimum 

of 4 replicates per sample was assayed. One sample with known transgene copy 

number (as determined by Southern blot analysis) was included. The copy number 

assays were normalized to RNAseP, known to occur in two copies in the genome 

(Applied Biosystems). The results were analyzed using the software CopyCaller v1.0 

(Applied Biosystems). 

 

4.3.6 Western Blotting 

Cells were cultured as described. After 48 h of incubation, cells were lysed with lysis 

buffer supplemented with Set III protease inhibitors (Calbiochem). 60µg of total 

protein was resolved on a precast SDS–polyacrylamide gel (Bio-Rad). Expression of 

pB proteins was determined by Western blotting using a mouse monoclonal anti-

piggyBac non-purified antibody. Binding of primary antibody was detected using an 

anti-mouse horseradish peroxidase-conjugated secondary antibody (Santa Cruz 

Biotechnology). Bands were visualized with an LAS-3000 imaging system (Fujifilm). 
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4.3.7 Non-Restrictive Linear Amplification-Mediated (nrLAM) PCR and 454 

Sequencing 

For the off-target insertion analysis we adapted non-restrictive LAM PCR (144). 

Briefly, 1µg of gDNA from double-resistant hygromycin/G418 HEK293 cells for both 

Gal4 fusion samples as well as pB control (n=4 each) was used as template for 

linear PCR using single primers for linear amplification extending from the pB-TREs 

into flanking genomic sequence. See Supplementary Table 4-5 for primer 

sequences. Single stranded linkers were ligated to these linear PCR products and 

nested PCR was performed to amplify the flanking genomic sequence. GS-FLX 

sequencing primers were added by PCR and samples were sequenced using a 454 

GS-FLX Titanium sequencer (Life Sciences) in accordance with the manufacturer’s 

protocol by the University of Hawaii Advanced Studies in Genomics, Proteomics and 

Bioinformatics (ASGpB) unit. Resulting sequences were trimmed and demultiplexed 

using CLC Genomics Workbench version 4.7 (CLC Bio). The reads were mapped 

against the human genome reference, version GRCh37.63, using the short read 

alignment component (bwa-short) of the Burrows-Wheeler Aligner (145), selecting 

for reads that align over at least 80% of the sequence with a minimum of 90% 

similarity. Distances of insertion sites to endogenous Gal4 recognition sites were 

obtained using custom scripts, which are available upon request. Gal4 recognition 

sequences were defined as CGGNNNNNNNNNNNCCG and a total of 56,898 sites 

were identified in the human genome. The position weight matrix for the Gal4 DBD is 

depicted in Supplementary Table 4-6. Distances to transcriptional start sites as well 
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as other annotations were obtained using the Homer bioinformatics tool (146) 

available online at: http://biowhat.ucsd.edu/homer/ngs/annotation.html. Of the 

66,414 integration sites recovered using nrLAM PCR, 7004 sites aligned to unique 

genomic locations.  

 

4.4 Results 

4.4.1 Chimeric Gal4 pB directs transposition into plasmid targets 

In a previous publication we described highly efficient pB plasmids which maintained 

92% activity of integration after addition of the Gal4 DBD (39). Here we have tested 

the hypothesis that by tethering the pB transposase to Gal4 we are able to target 

integration of transposons near UAS recognition sites in mammalian cells. In the first 

set of experiments we used a plasmid into plasmid approach. The recipient plasmid 

contained a chloramphenicol gene (camR) and a UAS site that consisted of 5 

recognition sequences described earlier (142). The delivery plasmid contained the 

pB transposase, with or without a Gal4 DBD, and a transposon delivery cassette 

harboring the neomycin (kanR) gene for bacterial selection. Integration of the 

delivery cassette into the recipient plasmid conferred double resistance to 

camR/kanR when transformed into E. coli (Figure 4-1A).  

 

Recipient and delivery plasmids were transfected into HEK293 cells and plasmid 

DNA was isolated 3 days later. Total isolates were electroporated into E. coli and 

plated on camR/kanR for selection. Colonies were screened by colony PCR to 
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confirm enzymatic excision of the transposon from the delivery plasmid. Plasmid 

DNA from positive clones was purified and sequenced.  

 

To identify transposon insertion sites within the recipient plasmid we sequenced out 

from the delivery cassette into the adjoining plasmid DNA. We flanked both sides of 

the UAS target with a 650 bp region in which 65 TTAA sites were spaced 10 bp 

apart. This design would allow us to analyze distance requirements for integration 

from the UAS. For example, preferential integration at a certain distance from the 

UAS might be evidence for spatial protein tension during integration or be the result 

of Gal4 linker length. Only sequences where the pB TRE was immediately followed 

by a TTAA and consecutively flanked by recipient sequence were considered as 

verified transpositional insertions. A total of 182 verified sequences were recovered 

for the Gal4 fusions and native pB experiments. The efficiency of total integrations of 

the chimeric Gal4 protein was over three times that of native pB control (Figure 4-

1B). This was expected because the Gal4 DBD is thought to bring the pB protein 

and recipient plasmid together via UAS target binding (Figure 4-1A). Furthermore an 

increase in total integrations is suggestive of targeting to sites nearby the UAS on 

the recipient plasmid. 

 

By analyzing the distance of integration sites on the recipient plasmid relative to the 

UAS site, we found that 87% of N-terminal Gal4-pB (nGal4-pB) insertions were 

located within a region 800 bp up- or downstream of the UAS while only 59% of the 

pB control insertions fell within this region. Similarly, the C-terminal fused pB (pB-
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cGal4) also had a significant ability (77%) to integrate near the UAS site (Table 4-1). 

More specifically, 47% of the nGal4-pB and 32% of the pB-cGal4 directed 

integrations were within 250 bp of the UAS compared to 21% for the native pB 

control. In addition, 39% of these nGal4-pB mediated insertions were detected within 

250 bp upstream of the UAS site (Figure 4-1C). In contrast, the pB-cGal4 sample 

displayed a more evenly spaced distribution of insertion sites. Native pB frequently 

integrated farther upstream or downstream from the UAS compared to both fusion 

proteins (Figure 4-1C). In summary this data shows that in our plasmid model the 

addition of a Gal4 DBD to either N- or C-terminal end of the pB protein confers a 

propensity for transposition near the UAS site. 

 

4.4.2 Genomic targeting of the chimeric Gal4 pB 

In order to determine whether targeting could be achieved in a genomic setting we 

used a recipient transposon containing the UAS and TTAA-rich regions flanked by 

the TREs of SB (pT2/HB cam UAS hygro). This allowed for random integration of SB 

transposon targets into the genome of HEK293 cells which in turn were targeted by 

the chimeric Gal4-pB. The host repair machinery can be used to uptake fragments of 

exogenous DNA sequences into cells and integrants can be isolated following 

selection. However, this process is relatively inefficient and only the sequence for 

the selection marker is required for cell survival. In order to ensure that an intact 

sequence was efficiently integrated at a large number of genomic loci we used the 

SB system for transposition of the UAS target. By using this approach we avoided 

the possibility of pB recognizing its own TREs and consequentially excising the 
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target transposon. We used the two plasmid SB approach in which the recipient 

transposon contained the mammalian selection gene hygromycin and the UAS site 

flanked by TTAA-rich regions on one plasmid, as well as the SB11 transposase 

encoded on a second plasmid (Figure 4-2A). 

 

HEK293 cells were transfected with both SB plasmids and stable lines were 

obtained after 4 weeks of culture under hygromycin selection. Two stable polyclonal 

expansions of HEK293 cell lines harboring the SB UAS transposon were transfected 

with delivery plasmid expressing N- or C-terminal Gal4-fused pB transposases or the 

native pB transposase. As with the plasmid into plasmid experiment, these delivery 

plasmids integrated a pB transposon containing the antibiotic resistance gene 

neomycin and conferred G418 resistance. Genomic DNA was isolated from 6 

replicates each for the 3 experiments. To demonstrate the requirement of the UAS 

for Gal4 directed targeting, control transfections with a SB recipient transposon 

plasmid that lacked the UAS target sequence were performed and hygromycin 

resistant HEK293 cells were subjected to a second round of transfections with the 

pB delivery plasmids described above. 

 

In order to detect targeted genomic insertion we used nested PCR with the forward 

set of primers complementary to the pB transposon and the reverse primers 

extending from the SB transposon target (Figure 4-2A,B). As expected we did not 

obtain any PCR products from the UAS-negative control samples indicating that 

neither Gal4 fusion nor native pB transposase targeted the SB recipient transposon 
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alone (Figure 4-2D). Furthermore, we did not detect any targeted PCR products for 

the 6 UAS-positive cell populations that had been transfected with native pB control 

transposase. In contrast, for all UAS-positive populations tested with a Gal4-pB 

fusion, nested PCR products were obtained and sequenced (Figure 4-2B). Within 

the 8000 bp region that we analyzed all 49 unique integrations recovered localized 

within 1300 bp of the UAS site, with the vast majority (96%) found less than 800 bp 

up- or down-stream from the UAS (Figure 4-2C and Table 4-2). 95% of sequenced 

PCR product bands were verified SB transposon insertions; the remaining 5% 

resulted from non-specific primer binding. Both N- and C-terminal fusions displayed 

a similar targeting efficiency and the integration profile within the TTAA-rich region 

flanking the UAS site appeared somewhat random without a predictable integration 

distance from the UAS. We also identified a number of hot-spots where the same 

insertion site was found across multiple samples; seven sites that were targeted 

three or more times and for one site, 193 bp upstream of the UAS site, we detected 

a total of four integrations by both nGal4-pB and pB-cGal4. Furthermore, eight loci 

shared integrations from both fusion constructs (Figure 4-2C). 

 

4.4.3 Transposon copy number and off-target analysis 

In order to assess the number of possible transposon targets per cell, monoclonal 

expansions were established from HEK293 cells transfected with both SB and pB 

transposons described above. Individual clones from nGal4-pB, pB-cGal4, and 

native pB samples were subjected to Southern blot (n=1) and qPCR (n=5 each) 

analysis. All samples tested contained either 1 or 2 UAS-SB transposons (Figure 4-
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4A). We additionally analyzed the number of pB mediated integrations per clonal 

sample by qPCR. Here, the majority contained 3 to 5 delivery transposons with an 

average number of 7 integrations per cell (Figure 4-4B).  

 

The protein levels of pB, nGal4-pB and pB-cGal4 were determined by Western blot 

(Figure 4-3A). Both fusion proteins expressed at similar levels and ran at a higher 

molecular weight than native pB. The ability to form G418R colonies in a standard 

colony count assay (40) was used to estimate transposase efficiency. The three 

constructs produced similar numbers of colonies with a slight reduction in efficiency 

for nGal4-pB compared to native pB control (Figure 4-3B) re-confirming that the 

Gal4 fusion did not inactivate the pB transposase. 

 

Non-restrictive LAM PCR can be used to amplify genomic sequences flanking 

known insertion cassettes such as transposons to identify off-target insertion sites. 

Single stranded adaptors were ligated onto linear PCR products made from primers 

designed to extend away from the TREs of the pB delivery transposon. Nested PCR 

was used to amplify the TRE-gDNA junction and products were subjected to 454 

pyrosequencing. Verified insertion sites included TRE sequence followed by the 

TTAA tetranucleotide followed by genomic sequence (Figure 4-4C). Four 

independent transfections for each of the 3 experiments were pooled and analyzed 

using published human genome annotations. A total of 66,414 integration sites were 

recovered from the nrLAM sequencing, many of which were repeated reads 

indicating good sequencing coverage. 7004 of the integration sites aligned to unique 
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genomic locations. An off-target analysis was performed on the integration sites 

identified from the 12 polyclonal samples confirming previous integration profiles for 

pB reported by us and others (Figure 4-4D) (36, 56, 60, 147-150). pB showed a 

slight preference for integration near the 5’ end (within 10KB of transcriptional start 

sites) and 3’ end (within 10KB of polyA sites) of genes as well as a preference for 

introns, possibly due to the large size and number of TTAA sites found within 

introns. The frequencies of insertions recovered within known genes can be found in 

Table 4-3. When compared to viruses such as HIV, pB displayed a more random 

insertion site distribution and targeted genes much less frequently (148-150). 

However, pB mediated insertions into genes were significantly more common when 

compared to a random insertion pattern. 

 

4.4.4 Gal4 pB biases integrations near endogenous Gal4 recognition sites 

A comparison of off-target integrations for the three constructs revealed that the 

nGal4-pB sample profile was shifted; we observed an increased number of 

integrations into exons, polyA sites and transcription start sites, presumably because 

of altered preference of integration due to Gal4 binding (Figure 4-4D). To estimate 

the efficiency of the Gal4-pB fusion protein’s ability to insert near endogenous Gal4 

recognition sites, we annotated the 56,898 UAS-like sites found in the human 

genome and examined insertions that were located in the vicinity of these sites. Gal4 

binds tightly to a specific 6 bp binding site defined as CGGNNNNNNNNNN 

NCCG. Sequence variability or alterations in the number of variable (N) bp greatly 

reduces binding affinity (151). We counted the number of insertions that occurred in 
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20 bp increments from 0 to 10,000 bp from each Gal4 recognition site. 32% of 

nGal4-pB transpositions landed within 1.8kb of endogenous Gal4 sites compared to 

8% for native pB and 23% were within 0.8kb compared to 5% for native pB (Figure 

4-4D). The cumulative percentage of integrations recovered (Figure 4-4E) 

dramatically increases up until 1800 bp for nGal4-pB but not for pB-cGal4 or native 

pB. A histogram displaying the percentage of total integrations that occurred within 

400 bp intervals shows increased insertions recovered in regions up to 1800 bp from 

Gal4 sites for nGal4-pB but not for pB-cGal4 or native pB (Figure 4-4F). While pB-

cGal4 targeted the exogenous UAS-SB transposon almost as efficiently as nGal4-

pB, we were surprised to find no preferential targeting of the endogenous consensus 

sites by pB-cGal4, which had an overall integration profile that resembled that of 

native pB. 

 

4.5 Discussion 

Traditionally, integrating vectors such as viruses have been used to insert 

transgenes semi-randomly and have led to deleterious effects due to integration at 

unwanted sites (152, 153). To address this problem we have designed novel 

proteins encompassing the classical Gal4 DBD fused to a pB transposase in an 

attempt to bias genomic insertion to specific sites within the genome. We have 

demonstrated targeting to UAS recipient plasmids in human cells using a tethered 

Gal4-pB and shown that integration preferentially occurs near the UAS recognition 

sequence (Table 4-1). Gal4 is a tight binding Zn2/Cys6 zinc finger with a 6 bp binding 

site that occurs not only in our inserted UAS sites, but also at many endogenous 
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human loci (151). Despite the numerous target sites for Gal4, we were successful in 

showing that genomic targeting can be achieved near introduced target UAS sites. It 

is important to assay transpositional events that occur on genomic DNA because 

histone-associated DNA may influence transposition as compared to naked DNA. 

We hence stably introduced our recipient transposon to ensure that the subtleties of 

the genomic environment could be accounted for during Gal4 directed transposition.  

 

In our experiments merely integrating SB transposons containing TTAA sites without 

a UAS was not sufficient for Gal4-pB targeting. Both the UAS recognition sequence 

as well as the Gal4 DBD fused to the pB transposase was required for enhanced 

genomic targeting (Figure 4-2B, 4-2D and Table 4-2). It should be noted that during 

the preparation of this publication a similar methodology was published. In that 

publication the pB transposase was fused to CHK2-ZFP to direct integration (154). 

However, of the targeted single clones that were isolated in that study, greater than 

20% of negative control clones showed evidence of native pB targeting into SB 

transposon targets containing the CHK2 recognition sequence. We did not observe 

such insertions in our negative control experiments, which was expected because it 

seems unlikely that an unmodified pB would preferentially integrate into one of the 

less than 200 TTAA sites found on a SB transposon target given the greater than 10 

million possible TTAA sites available in the human genome. Currently, the 

discrepancy between these studies is unclear.  
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Given that there were only 1-2 inserted exogenous UAS targets per cell (Figure 4-

4A) but millions of available TTAA sequences throughout each cell’s genome, it is 

remarkable that we have been able to detect a bias for targeted transgene insertion. 

In this study, both N- and C-terminal Gal4 fusions but not native pB preferentially 

integrated within 800 bp of the UAS site. This information could prove important in 

the future design of alternative DBD-pB fusion proteins. Despite the even distribution 

of TTAA sites in the regions flanking the UAS site, one every 10 bp, certain hotspots 

were targeted frequently. A possible explanation for this observation is that the 

physical structure of the DNA places restraints on some of the potential integrations 

while other TTAA sites are more readily available for transposition. If indeed this is 

the case, this phenomenon may explain why the same sites were targeted in 

repeated transfections with the same plasmid and why the N-terminal fused pB 

transposase shared hotspots with C-terminal modified pB (Figure 4-2C). 

 

An extensive off-target analysis using nrLAM PCR and 454 pyrosequencing 

revealed that fusing the Gal4 DBD to the C-terminal of pB, in contrast to an N-

terminal fusion, did not significantly modify pB’s off-target integration profile (Figure 

4-4D). It may be that pB retains its intrinsic ability to bind DNA and is therefore able 

to bind to one of the many available TTAA sites within the genome thereby 

mediating off-target integration despite its fusion to the Gal4 DBD. While the same 

mechanism should apply for the N-terminal fusion of Gal4 to pB, we noticed a 

different integration pattern: in addition to targeting the UAS-SB transposon, nGal4-

pB directed integration within 0.8kb of endogenous genomic Gal4 recognition sites 
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23% of the time compared to 5% for native pB controls, and within 1.8kb of 

endogenous sites 32% of the time compared to 8% for controls. Because 8% of 

integrations occur near Gal4 sites at random, and the percentage of total recovered 

sites for nGal4-pB is 32%, the difference of 24% represents the percentage of 

targeted integrations due to the presence of the Gal4 DBD. Given that there was an 

average of 7 pB insertions per cell (Figure 4-4B) we estimate that, on average, 1.7 

insertions per cell (24% of 7 pB insertions) were targeted to within 1.8kb of a Gal4 

site by nGal4-pB and that 5.3 insertions landed at random TTAA sites. We detected 

a variable number of pB insertions per cell (Figure 4-4B) and recognize that it is 

possible to have cells with or without any targeted insertions and with or without any 

random off-target insertions. It is entirely possible that the targeting efficiency would 

be reduced should the number of available recognition sites be decreased. Because 

the Gal4-fused pB transposase remains functionally active, there may be a higher 

probability of encountering and inserting at a random off-target TTAA site before a 

TTAA site near a single unique recognition sequence. Further experiments are 

needed to determine the level of influence of the number of possible target 

sequences in relation to the targeting efficiency of a DBD-pB fusion.  

 

It is not evident to us why nGal4-pB but not pB-cGal4 targeted endogenous sites so 

much more effectively. The protein levels for the two transposases are comparable 

(Figure 4-3A) and the efficiency of integration for nGal4-pB was not higher than pB-

cGal4 (Figure 4-3B). It is possible that this phenomenon may be due to spatial/steric 

interactions between Gal4 and pB. For example, in the N-terminal Gal4-pB 
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configuration the linker and pB transposase extend from the C-terminal side of the 

Gal4 DBD. This configuration is similar to the orientation of the natural activation 

domain in the full length wild-type Gal4 protein. However, this model of favorable 

fusion architecture does not explain why both fusions to the pB transposase 

apparently target the exogenous UAS on the SB transposon with similar efficiency. 

Neither does it explain why both constructs are able to integrate near the UAS on 

recipient plasmids. One explanation could be that pB-cGal4 may only efficiently bind 

naked DNA such as episomal plasmids. Exogenous UAS sites were chromatinized 

however, and pB-cGal4 retained the ability to target these sites, indicating that pB-

cGal4 can bind DNA associated with histones. An alternative explanation for the 

difference in exogenous targeting between the N- and C-terminal fusions is that the 

introduced UAS sequence, like classic UAS sequence arrays, is made up of 

repeated Gal4 recognition sequences, and that the C-terminal fusion requires a 

number of sites in tandem for efficient binding. It is possible that, in addition to 

binding to UAS arrays, the N-terminal fusion also effectively binds endogenous 

monomeric Gal4 recognition sequences.  

 

Although both chimeric proteins were effective in biasing integration toward 

exogenous or endogenous Gal4 binding sites, the number of off-target integrations 

identified in this study remains high and points to the need for a system where 

binding of a specific DBD is a prerequisite for pB mediated transposition. It may be 

possible to achieve this by mutational molecular evolution in which the activity of the 

pB protein is made to be dependent on its DBD. Redesign of the dimerization 
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interface of ZFNs has reduced off-target toxicity by reducing binding of the protein 

dimers in solution (155). Perhaps mutations in pB’s dimerization domain could inhibit 

activity in solution but retain the ability of the protein to dimerize and integrate should 

the dimers unite at a DBD target sequence. It is clear that modifications such as this 

will be necessary for the chimeric pB strategy to mature into a viable method for 

genetic engineering and therapy. 

 

Φ-C31 integrase mediates efficient DNA delivery to recipient plasmids using site-

specific recombination between its attP and attB recognition sites and to pseudo attP 

sites of which there is an estimated 370 in the mammalian genome. A study looking 

at 196 independent genomic integration events revealed that 80% of insertions 

occurred near Φ -C31 attP sequence motifs, with 7.5% of integrations at a unique 

site on chromosome 19 (156). Unfortunately a high proportion of cells expressing Φ -

C31 integrase were found to have numerous chromosomal abnormalities including 

various translocations (156, 157). 

 

The adeno-associated virus (AAV) is able to insert its genome into a specific site on 

chromosome 19 (AAVS1) through the activity of its Rep78 protein. Hybrid 

adenovirus/AAV vectors have been developed to target transgenes to this site (158). 

Coinfection of human hematopoietic cells with two helper-dependent adenovirus 

vectors containing the rep78 gene on one vector and a GFP reporter on the second 

resulted in 30% of integration into the AAVS1 region (159). 
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Gersbach et al. recently described zinc-finger recombinase (ZFR) fusion proteins 

with high specificity in targeting and with few off-target consequences (160). This 

group was able to efficiently integrate transgenes into a specific target sequence 

harbored on pB transposons randomly integrated within the genome. The utility of 

this approach however is hindered by the necessity to introduce target sites into the 

genome of interest due to the fact that the catalytic domain of the integrase retains 

strict sequence specificity for its native recognition sequence. 

 

The plasmid based pB system has many advantages over viral techniques including 

tolerance by the immune system, large cargo capacity, as well as inexpensive and 

simple preparation. pB was shown to tolerate an assortment of fusion domains (39, 

73, 142) while retaining high integration efficiencies. Unlike recombinase based 

approaches, which are restrained by a specific DNA binding sequence, it should be 

possible to replace Gal4 with any custom DBD. In order to reduce the number of off-

target integrations, a DBD with a unique 18 bp+ recognition sequence could be used 

to tailor targeting of the chimeric transposase to virtually any predefined genomic 

site. 

 

The need for highly specific endogenous integration is paramount and our future 

focus is to explore the use of highly specific DBDs to target a natural safe harbor in 

the human genome. One of the advantages of this strategy would be the ability to 

isolate single clones with safe single targeted insertions for use in a wide variety of 

cell replacement therapies. By expanding clones and verifying both the presence of 
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a targeted insertion and the absence of multiple insertions it would be possible to 

control gene silencing resulting from position effects and provide a means for 

avoiding detrimental mutations. The current study has laid the groundwork for using 

DBD-pB transposase fusion proteins for directed genomic integration. We anticipate 

that further improvements to this versatile framework will ultimately permit 

researchers to safely target a genetic cassette to any location within the genome.  
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4.6 Figures 

 
4.6.1 Figure 4-1. (A) Schematic for the plasmid into plasmid experiment. Both the delivery 

plasmid containing the delivery transposon and transposase coding sequence as well as the 

recipient plasmid containing the chloramphenicol gene (camR) and the UAS were 

transfected into HEK293 cells. The tethering of Gal4 to the pB transposase (red circles) is 

thought to restrict integration to TTAA sites found near the UAS recognition sequence. 

Native pB proteins are free to integrate throughout the recipient plasmid. Delivery 

transposons contain the 5’TRE and 3’TRE for pB (purple arrows) and the neomycin gene 

(Neo) and confer kanR to the recipient plasmid. Recovered camR/kanR plasmids were 

sequenced with pB 5TRE (black arrows) in order to identify insertion sites. (B) Plasmid into 

plasmid integration efficiency of pB vs. Gal4-pB. Increased total integrations into the 
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recipient plasmid were observed by fusing the Gal4 DBD to pB. (C) Percentages of 

integration sites recovered at increasing distances from the UAS. N- and C-terminal Gal4 pB 

integrate closer to the UAS on the recipient plasmid compared to native pB. 

 

4.6.2 Table 4-1.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Plasmid to Plasmid N-terminal Gal4 PB Native PB C-terminal Gal4 PB
insertions < 800bp from UAS 87%a 59% 77%b

insertions < 250bp from UAS 47%c  21% 32%d

Table 1   Distances of recovered plasmid into plasmid insertions sites from UAS targets

Both N- and C-terminal Gal4 PB fusion constructs significantly biased integration near the UAS compared to native
PB by the Fisher’s exact test.  P-values: a=0.002, b=0.01, c=0.005, d=0.05
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4.6.3 Figure 4-2. (A) Schematic for the genomic DNA targeting experiment. Helper-

independent pmGENIE plasmids containing both the delivery transposon as well as the pB 

coding sequence were used in both the plasmid into plasmid and genomic targeting 

experiments. The neomycin gene is driven by both bacterial (pBLA) and eukaryotic (SV40) 
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promoters. Sleeping Beauty and the SB recipient transposons were encoded on different 

plasmids. The recipient transposon harboring the UAS target was first integrated into gDNA 

by SB and stable integrants were selected for with hygromycin. A second transfection was 

performed with the pmGENIE delivery plasmid containing both the pB transposase and the 

pB transposon with the neoR gene. Insertions by the chimeric Gal4-pB transposase that had 

been directed to the vicinity of the UAS target (red lines) were detected by nested PCR 

(primers represented by black arrows). Black vertical lines represent actual distances of 

insertions recovered from the UAS on the SB transposon. UAS-F and TTAA-R served as 

positive control primers to verify the presence of the SB transposon target. (B) Evidence for 

genomic targeting and the requirement of Gal4. Genomic DNA from hygroR/G418R cell 

populations transfected first with SB11 and UAS-SB transposon then next with delivery 

plasmids containing pB, pB-cGal4 or nGal4-pB was isolated and analyzed by PCR. Shown 

is a representative gel displaying 4 of 6 independent samples each of nested products 

recovered for both Gal4 fusions but not native pB. (C) Schematic map of the UAS-SB target 

transposon showing integrations of pB donor elements using the Gal4-pB chimeric 

transposase. Open circles and closed triangles represent insertions by C terminal and N 

terminal Gal4-pB respectively. The vertical numbers represent the nucleotide location of 

targeted TTAA sites on the UAS-SB transposon. The UAS was flanked on both sides by 65 

TTAA sites spaced 10bp apart. (D) Evidence for the requirement of the UAS. Stable cells 

transfected with the UAS-negative SB recipient transposon were re-transfected with pB 

delivery plasmids. Shown is a control gel displaying PCR products for positive control UAS 

F/TTAAR but not products from targeting primers for 2 native pB samples and both Gal4 

fusion samples (HI-LO DNA Marker, Bionexus).  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4.6.4 Table 4-2.  

Table 2   Total genomic insertions into the SB recipient transposon recovered by nested PCR

HEK 293 Cell Line N-terminal Gal4 PB Native PB C-terminal Gal4 PB
UAS + 28 0 21
UAS - 0 0 0
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4.6.5 Figure 4-3. (A) Western blot comparison of protein levels of native pB, N-terminal 

Gal4 pB, and C-terminal Gal4 pB. The larger size for nGal4-pB and pB-cGal4 samples is 

due to the Gal4 DBD fusion to the transposase. The negative control used was 

untransfected HEK293 cells. (B) Comparison of plasmid integration efficiencies in HEK293T 

cells. Number of G418 resistant colonies from transfections with transposase-negative 

control, native pB, C-terminal Gal4 pB, and N-terminal Gal4 pB (n=3, mean ± SD). 
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4.6.6 Figure 4-4. (A, B) Copy number assays for number of SB and pB transposon 

integrations. gDNA from 5 single clones each for N and C terminal Gal4 fusion and native 

pB experiments was analyzed by duplex Taqman real-time PCR. The numbers above the 

bars represent the estimated copy number for each sample. The Southern blot shown on 

the right of each graph was applied as a standard of known number of transposon 

integrations and was used to calibrate the qPCR data. (C) Sequences recovered from a 

representative sample showing the pB TRE on the left in bold, TTAA, and flanking sequence 

on the right. The top 2 lines with flanking sequence in blue show nested PCR products that 

align to the genomic UAS-SB recipient transposon. The bottom 4 lines with flanking 

sequence in black show recovered nrLAM and 454 sequences representing off-target 

events with alignments to various locations in the human genome. (D) The frequency of 

insertion sites recovered from nrLAM PCR that land within introns and exons, within a 10KB 

window surrounding transcriptional start sites (5’ end) or polyA termination sites (3’ end), 

and +/- 1.8kb and +/- 0.8kb of endogenous Gal4 recognition sites. (E) The cumulative 

percentage of total integrations from 0 to 2,400 bp from endogenous recognition sequences. 

The frequency of insertions for native pB and pB-cGal4 increased linearly. nGal4-pB 

insertion frequency increased logarithmically until 1800 bp and then increased linearly. (F) 

Histogram displaying the percentage of total integrations that occurred within 400 bp 

intervals from 0 to 10,000 bp from endogenous Gal4 recognition sequences. The black line 

represents the best fit curve for nGal4-pB. 

 

4.6.6 Table 4-3.  
 

Table 3    Frequencies of integration into intragenic regions and transcriptional start sites of 
RefSeq genes

Randoma PB PB-cGal4 nGal4-PB HIVa,b,c

In RefSeq genes 33.2 60.8 57.8 61.5 83.4

+/- 5KB from start site 5.4 19.9 19.9 39.9 11.4

Genomic Location

% of Integrations

Frequency of off-target integrations into genes and regions near transcriptional start sites, recovered from nrLAM  
PCR, compared to random and viral integration.  Results from this study are boldfaced. aValues from the work of  
Yant et al. (72), bAdjusted values from the work of Narezkina et al. (71) and reported in Yant et al. (72), cAdjusted  
values from the work of Schroder et al. (73) and reported in Yant et al. (72), HIV human immunodeficiency virus. 
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4.6.7 Table 4-4. 
 

 
4.6.8 Table 4-5. 
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4.6.9 Table 4-6. 
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Chapter 5. Transcription activator like effector (TALE)-

directed piggyBac transposition in human cells 

 

5.1 Abstract 

Insertional therapies have shown great potential for combating genetic disease and 

safer methods would undoubtedly broaden the variety of possible illness that can be 

treated. A major challenge that remains is reducing the risk of insertional 

mutagenesis due to random insertion by both viral and non-viral vectors. Targetable 

nucleases are capable of inducing double stranded breaks (DSBs) to enhance 

homologous recombination for the introduction of transgenes at specific sequences. 

However, off-target DNA cleavages at unknown sites can lead to mutations that are 

difficult to detect. Alternatively, the pB transposase is able perform all of the steps 

required for integration, therefore cells confirmed to contain a single copy of a 

targeted transposon, for which its location is known, are likely to be devoid of 

aberrant genomic modifications. We aimed to retarget transposon insertions by 

comparing a series of novel hyperactive pB constructs tethered to a custom 

transcription activator like effector (TALE) DNA-binding domain (DBD) designed to 

bind the first intron of the human CCR5 gene. Multiple targeting strategies were 

evaluated using combinations of both plasmid-DNA and transposase-protein 

relocalization to the target sequence. We demonstrated user-defined directed 

transposition to the CCR5 genomic safe harbor and isolated single-copy clones 

harboring targeted integrations. 
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5.2 Introduction 

The pB transposable element can efficiently integrate transgenes into genomes of 

mammalian cells and organisms (36, 37, 39, 161). This nonviral vector has several 

advantages over integrating viral vectors such as gamma-retroviral and lentiviral 

vectors, including low toxicity, larger cargo size, and reduced preference for insertion 

into actively transcribed genes (1-3, 87). However, insertional mutagenesis and 

unknown position effects that may inhibit transgene expression remain obstacles for 

vectors that integrate randomly (7, 8, 162, 163). A method for user-defined directed 

integration would improve the safety of insertional therapies. 

 

Engineered nucleases based on TALE, zinc finger, and clustered regularly 

interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR)/CRISPR associated (Cas) systems 

have been used to induce DSBs at specific sites (21, 23, 24, 109, 114). Subsequent 

error-prone repair can leave desired mutations at these sites and homology-directed 

repair can be exploited to introduce a co-delivered donor template. Nonetheless, 

cytotoxicity due to the cell's emergency response to DSBs and genotoxicity resulting 

from off-target cleavages and mutations remain concerns for the clinical use of 

nuclease-based approaches (25-29, 114, 118, 164-166). 

 

Unlike engineered nucleases, transposons perform all the enzymatic steps required 

for integration (42). Furthermore, we have shown that a chimeric pB transposase 

fused to the Gal4 DBD can bias integration near endogenous Gal4 recognition 
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sequences (47). We have since modified our vector architecture to more efficiently 

localize transpositional activity and have incorporated a swappable custom TALE 

designed to bind a single genomic address.  

 

Genomic safe harbors can be defined as loci that are well-suited for gene transfer. 

Integrations within these sites are not associated with adverse effects such as proto-

oncogene activation or tumor suppressor inactivation. Furthermore, safe harbors 

may allow stable transgene expression across multiple cell types. One such putative 

site is chemokine C-C motif receptor 5 (CCR5) (167, 168), which is required for the 

entry of R5 tropic HIV-1 strains involved in primary infections. A homozygous Δ32 

deletion in the CCR5 gene confers resistance to HIV-1 infection in humans. 

Disrupted CCR5 expression, naturally occurring in about 1% of the Caucasian 

population, does not appear to result in any significant reduction in immunity (14). 

Consequently, clinical trials are exploring the possibility of disrupting CCR5 via 

targetable nucleases as part of an anti-HIV therapeutic approach (169). 

 

Here we introduce novel constructs utilizing a hyperactive pB transposase coupled 

with a TALE DBD to target the first intron of the human CCR5 gene and have 

detected stable expression of a reporter gene at this safe harbor. We identified 

targeted insertions in approximately 0.010-0.014% of total stably transfected cells. 

Furthermore, we demonstrate a simple PCR-based method for the identification of 

targeted clones containing a single transposon. This proof-of-concept represents the 

first example of targeting an integrating enzyme to a single user-defined TALE-
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directed endogenous location. We anticipate that insights gained from this 

methodology could someday improve the safety profile for cell replacement 

therapies. 

 

5.3 Experimental Procedures 

5.3.1 Plasmid development 

Simplified illustrations of all pB targeting plasmids are depicted in Figure 5-1. All targeting 

plasmids were derived from pmhyGENIE-3-R6K (abbreviated hG3) that encodes a self-

inactivating (40, 43) hyperactive pB transposase (170) driven by the CAG (cytomegalovirus 

(CMV) immediate early enhancer, chicken β-actin promoter and β-globin intron) promoter. 

hG3-TALC1 contains a TALE DBD designed to bind a sequence in the CCR5 gene (TALC1) 

directly linked to the pB transposase. hGT1-TALC1 contains the Gal4 DBD linked to pB as 

well as second protein consisting of Gal4 linked to TALC1. hGT2-TALC1 contains Gal4 

linked to TALC1 that was consecutively linked to pB. hGT3-TALC1 contains TALC1 linked to 

Gal4 that was consecutively linked to pB. hG3R1T1-TALC1 contains a TALE designed to 

bind a unique sequence in the ROSA26 gene (TALR1) linked to pB as well as TALR1 linked 

to TALC1. Four upstream activating sequence (UAS) arrays, each containing five Gal4 

recognition sequences, were added to the plasmid backbone for hGT1-TALC1, hGT2-

TALC1, and hGT3-TALC1. Four TALR1 recognition sequences were added to the backbone 

of hGR1T1-TALC1. All plasmids feature Gateway recombineering (Invitrogen) attR sites 

within the transposon for easy addition of transgene cargo. The transgene was made by 

swapping the puromycin gene in pGIPZ (Thermo Scientific) with a neomycin gene amplified 

from pERV3 (Agilent Technologies). The fragment including CMV, TurboGFP, IRES, and 

neomycin (GIN) was cloned into a pENTR1a shuttle plasmid (Invitrogen) and subsequently 

recombined into all targeting constructs.  
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The TALE repeat regions for TALC1, C2, and R1 were synthesized by BioBasic, Inc. The 

16.5-repeat arrays were cloned by StuI/AatII digestion into pPreTALE (171), which 

contained truncated N- and C-termini of the naturally occurring TALE PthXo1 and flanking 

SfiI restriction sites. Full binding sites of the SfiI TALE cassettes are provided in Figure 5-6. 

 

5.3.2 Cell transfections 

Human embryonic kidney (HEK293) cells were maintained in complete DMEM 

supplemented with 10% heat inactivated fetal bovine serum. Prior to transfection, 2x105 

cells per well were seeded in 12-well plates. Cells at 90% confluency were transfected with 

800 ng of plasmid DNA using X-tremeGENE 9 (Roche Applied Science). Cells for each 

transfection were maintained for two weeks under 200 µg/ml G418 at which point about 90% 

of cells were pelleted and frozen. Genomic DNA was isolated from pellets using the DNeasy 

kit (Qiagen) following the manufacturer’s protocol. Remaining cells were grown for three 

additional days then frozen in liquid nitrogen. A hG3-TALC1 transfection, that was confirmed 

to contain positive targeted cells by PCR, was thawed and a dilution of cells was plated into 

a 96-well poly-D-lysine coated plate (BD Biosciences) resulting in approximately 56 colonies 

per well. After wells became greater than 40% confluent, the cells were manually 

resuspended by pipetting in a total volume of 30 µl. A volume of 20 µl of the resuspension 

was removed for analysis using the DirectPCR Lysis Reagent (Viagen Biotech) and the 

remaining cells were cultured further. A well identified to contain targeted clones was 

expanded and single-cell sorted using serial dilution. Wells were visually monitored and 242 

single-cell expansions were obtained. Clonally expanded cells were subsequently 

resuspended by manual pipetting and lysed for analysis. 
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5.3.3 Copy number assay 

In order to determine the number of transposons present in CCR5-targeted single clones, a 

quantitative PCR copy number assay was performed as previously described (47). 

 

5.3.4 Flow cytometry 

GFP expression of 100,000 cells from CCR5-targeted single-cell expansions was analyzed 

using a FACSAria III cytometer (BD Biosciences) after ten weeks of culture following 

transfection with hG3-TALC1. 

 

5.3.5 Colony count assay 

1x105 HEK293 cells were transfected with equal molar amounts (maximum 500 ng) of 

plasmid DNA for each pB targeting construct in addition to a transposase-negative control 

described previously (40). Cells were resuspended, diluted 1:100, and plated into 10 cm 

plates (1000 total cells per plate) and maintained for three weeks under G418 selection. The 

fraction of resulting GFP positive colonies greater than 1 mm in diameter were counted 

using a FluorVivo 100 fluorescence imaging system (INDEC Biosystems). 

 

5.3.6 TALE binding assay 

TALE artificial transcription factors were cloned using XhoI and AgeI, into the PGK 

promoter-driven mammalian expression vector pPGK-VP64, which appended an N-terminal 

HA epitope tag and nuclear localization sequence, and a C-terminal VP64 transcriptional 

activation domain (171). Target sites for the TALEs were cloned between NotI and XhoI 

sites upstream of the SV40 promoter in pGL3-control plasmids (Promega).  
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In 24-well plates, HEK293T cells at 80% confluency in DMEM supplemented with 10% fetal 

calf serum, were co-transfected with 100 ng of TALE expression plasmid, 25 ng of modified 

pGL3-control firefly luciferase reporter plasmid containing a TALE target site, and 25 ng of 

pRL-TK-Renilla Luciferase plasmid (as a transfection control, Promega), using 

Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen). Cells were harvested 48 h post-transfection by removing 

media, washing with 500 µL of 1x DpBS, followed by lysis in 100 µL of 1x Passive Lysis 

Buffer (Promega) with 1x Complete protease inhibitors (Roche). Clarified cell lysates (20 µL) 

were used to determine luciferase activity using DualGlo reagents (40 µL, Promega) in a 

Veritas microplate luminometer (Turner Biosystems). All experiments were performed in 

duplicate and repeated on two different days. 

 

5.3.7 Targeted genomic integration site recovery 

Genomic DNA or DirectPCR lysates (Viagen Biotech) from stably transfected HEK293 cells 

were used as template for nested PCR to identify targeted transposon insertions. Forward 

primers were designed to extend outward from the transposon whereas reverse primers 

were designed to extend from the region adjacent to the TALC1 recognition sequence 

(tTTTAGCCTTACTGTTGA) found uniquely in the first intron of the human CCR5 gene. 

Primary PCR products obtained using the KOD Xtreme Hot Start DNA Polymerase 

(Novagen) were diluted 1:50 in H20 and used as template for nested PCR. Amplification 

products were gel purified with the Zymoclean Gel DNA Recovery Kit (Zymo Research) and 

cloned into pJet1.2 (Thermo Scientific) for sequencing. Sequences were aligned to the pB 

transposon and human genome using BLAST in order to identify insertion site locations. 

Primer sequences are listed in Table 5-3. 
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5.4 Results 

5.4.1 Experimental strategies for targeting piggyBac transposition 

 Five unique targeting constructs were designed to localize transposition to the 

CCR5 locus. hG3-TALC1 (Figure 5-1A) employs a hyperactive pB transposase with 

a protein linker bound directly to a custom TALE DBD (TALC1) designed to bind a 

unique 17 bp sequence in the first intron of the human CCR5 gene (Figure 5-2A). 

This single plasmid includes both the transposon and transposase and is self-

inactivating (40), meaning the transposase gene is rendered inactive after excision 

of the transposon from the plasmid. As a consequence, potentially negative effects 

that may develop by the persistence of an active pB gene are eliminated. hG3-

TALC1 is analogous to a codon-optimized pB plasmid used to target insertions near 

endogenous Gal4 recognition sequences in the human genome (47).  

 

hGT1-TALC1 (Figure 5-1B) was designed to include an additional "tethering" protein 

on the same bicistronic coding region as the pB transposase. This plasmid includes 

both a Gal4 DBD linked to the CCR5-directed TALC1, and a Gal4 DBD linked to a 

hyperactive pB transposase. Because the backbone of the plasmid contains twenty 

UAS sites, the Gal4/TALC1 tethering protein is expected to bind both the TALE 

recognition sequence and the plasmid backbone simultaneously, thereby localizing 

the plasmid near CCR5 in the genome. The Gal4/pB is expected to localize the 

transposase to the plasmid backbone via the UAS sequences (Figure 5-2B). We 

conceived that the additional flexibility which may be achieved for this orientation, as 
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compared to the direct protein fusion used with hG3-TALC1, would allow for more 

efficient enzyme activity after CCR5 localization.   

 

In an effort to simplify the two-protein strategy used for hGT1-TALC1, two additional 

constructs were designed to incorporate both the tethering protein and pB 

transposase on a single chain. hGT2-TALC1 (Figure 5-1C) features Gal4 linked to 

the TALC1 DBD that is subsequently linked to pB. As with hGT1-TALC1, this three-

part molecule could potentially locate the plasmid to CCR5 via the two linked DBDs, 

Gal4 and TALC1. Additionally, because pB is also linked to Gal4, there is a potential 

for the transposase to be relocated to within close proximity of the plasmid backbone 

via the binding of Gal4 to the UAS sequences (Figure 5-2C). In a similar fashion, 

hGT3-TALC1 (Figure 5-1D) features the TALC1 DBD at the N-terminal of a three-

part molecule linked to Gal4 that is subsequently linked to pB. The strategy for 

targeting for this construct is similar to that of hGT2-TALC1 except for the locations 

of two the DBDs are reversed (Figure 5-2D).  

 

A modified version of hGT1-TALC1, called hGR1T1-TALC1 (Figure 5-1E) 

incorporates a TALE DBD in place of Gal4. Because Gal4 has a short 6 bp 

recognition sequence we reasoned that our tethering constructs that use Gal4 to 

bind to the plasmid backbone may also be targeted to the numerous off-target Gal4 

recognition sequences located in the genome. In order to prevent this form of 

unintended retargeting we replaced the Gal4 with a TALE DBD made to bind a 

specific 17 bp sequence in the human ROSA26 gene (TALR1) found only once in 
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the genome. We also replaced the UAS sites on the backbone with four TALR1 

recognition sites so that the tethering molecule, consisting of TALR1 linked to 

TALC1, could bind both the plasmid backbone specifically and the CCR5 locus 

simultaneously. The purpose of TALR1 was not to target transposition to ROSA26 

but to increase the specificity of binding of the TALR1/TALC1 double-DBD protein. 

Similar to hGT1-TALC1, the transposase was linked to TALR1 so that pB could be 

relocated to the plasmid backbone (Figure 5-2E).  

 

A two-plasmid strategy was devised using hG3-TALC1 combined with a similar 

plasmid to hGT1-TALC1 described above, called hGT1-TALC2, in which the CCR5 

DBD was replaced by an alternative TALE (TALC2) designed to bind 85 bp 

upstream of TALC1. By using different DBDs we reasoned that the two strategies 

could complement one another by allowing both pB protein (using hG3-TALC1) and 

plasmid DNA (using hGT1-TALC2) to locate to neighboring locations (Figure 5-2F). 

Finally, a control plasmid (hG3) was constructed containing an unfused hyperactive 

pB. All constructs included a bicistronic CMV promoter driven TurboGFP and 

neomycin reporter/selection cassette within the transposon. Successful targeting for 

all strategies was expected to result in the excision of the transposon from the 

plasmid by the transposase followed by permanent introduction of the 

reporter/selection transgenes near the TALE recognition sequence (Figure 5-2G). 

 

5.4.2 Activities of piggyBac transposase and TALE DNA binding proteins 

Integration activities of each pB targeting construct were compared using a 

transpositional colony count assay. Non-integrated plasmid DNA is typically lost due 
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to cell division after approximately two weeks. HEK293 cells were transfected with 

each plasmid and grown under G418 selection. Three weeks later, GFP positive 

colonies were counted (Figure 5-3A). Comparable activities were observed between 

transfections for most of the fusion constructs, however hGT3-TALC1 had relatively 

diminished activity. The unfused pB expressed from hG3 was approximately twice 

as active as transposase linked to Gal4 or TALC1 expressed from fusion constructs. 

An average of 111 colonies were counted for the five fusion constructs on plates 

each originally seeded with 1000 cells, thus approximately 11% of total transfected 

cells received pB integrations. This integration activity is in agreement with previous 

hyperactive pB rates in HEK293 cells (172) and represents a 26 fold increase in 

activity over random integration by a transposase-negative control. 

  

Binding activity of the three TALEs used in this study was verified using a 

transcription factor reporter assay (Figure 5-3B). We constructed expression 

plasmids appending a VP64 transcriptional activation domain to TALC1, TALC2, or 

TALR1. Reporter (Rep) plasmids were each designed to contain a single TALE 

binding site located upstream of a minimal promoter driving luciferase (Rep C1, Rep 

C2, Rep R1). Control cotransfections of expression and reporter plasmids with 

unmatched TALE-activator and target sequences resulted in background levels of 

luciferase activity. Cotransfection with the cognate TALE-activator and Rep C1, Rep 

C2, Rep R1 plasmids led to a 9, 12, and 23 fold induction of luciferase, respectively, 

confirming that the custom TALEs were binding and specific for their target 

sequence. 
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5.4.3 piggyBac constructs mediate TALE-directed transposition to the CCR5 
locus 

We tested the hypothesis that our TALE-tethered pB constructs could guide 

transposition to regions adjacent to the TALC1 recognition site found in the CCR5 

safe harbor locus. Six independent transfections for each pB targeting construct 

were performed and cells were subsequently selected with G418 antibiotic for two 

weeks. In order to estimate if a given polyclonal population was likely to contain a 

high percentage of targeted clones, an initial PCR screen was performed using 

direct primers designed to extend from the transposon and complementary primers 

made to extend from the genomic CCR5 sequence. Amplification products arising 

from both primers included the flanking terminal repeat element (TRE) of the 

transposon followed by the pB canonical TTAA junction and genomic sequence of 

CCR5 (Figure 5-2G and 5-4A). A total of fourteen unique insertion sites within CCR5 

were recovered. Four of the six transfections with hG3-TALC1 gave rise to targeted 

insertions including one transfection resulting in two independent insertions. Two 

transfections each for hGT1-TALC1 and hGR1T1-TALC1 and a single transfection 

from hG3T3-TALC1 resulted in positive insertions. The transfections with both hG3-

TALC1 and hGT1-TALC2 in combination gave rise to four insertions. No insertions 

were recovered from hGT2-TALC1 or hG3 control transfections (Table 5-1).  

 

Two of the observed insertion sites were recovered from multiple transfections. One 

site, located 24 bp upstream of the TALC1 recognition sequence, was recovered 

from two independent hG3-TALC1 transfections as well as from hGT1-TALC1 and 
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hGR1T1-TALC1 transfections. Additionally, one site, located 221 bp upstream of the 

TALC1 sequence, was targeted by both hG3-TALC1 and hGT3-TALC1. Nine of the 

fourteen insertion sites were located within 250 bp of the TALC1 sequence and two 

insertions were located 639 bp and 659 bp away. In addition, three insertions at 

distances of 1231 bp, 3495 bp, and 3991 bp were recovered far from the target 

sequence. (Figure 5-4B and Table 5-1). This represents the first evidence that an 

integrating enzyme can be made to target a transgene to a genomic location using a 

user-defined TALE. 

 

5.4.4 Isolation of CCR5 targeted clones 

Successful cell replacement therapy using this approach will require that rare 

targeted clones be identified from the original polyclonal transfection for subsequent 

use. hG3-TALC1 gave rise to the highest number of insertions as analyzed by our 

initial screen (Table 5-1), therefore we chose a single polyclonal population that 

produced one of these insertions to attempt to identify and clonally expand safely 

modified cells. 

 

Cells originating from a hG3-TALC1 transfection were plated into a single 96-well 

plate. One week later, each well was found to contain an average of 56 colonies 

(Figure 5-5A). Each well was resuspended and a fraction of the cells were removed 

and lysed for direct PCR analysis. Using an identical PCR as the initial screen, a 

positive well was identified to have the same insertion as previously obtained that 

was located 24 bp upstream from the TALC1 recognition sequence. In a final step, 

this positive well was single-cell sorted and direct lysis templates from 242 single-
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cell expansions were screened by PCR. A total of five wells (2%) were verified to 

have targeted insertions. This frequency of 1/48 positive wells parallels the expected 

frequency of 1/56 positive colonies from which the single-cell expansions arose. 

Lysates from twenty clonal expansions isolated from a control hG3 transfection did 

not give rise to PCR products (Figure 5-5B). Two positive clones (293-1 and 293-2) 

were expanded for further analysis. A quantitative PCR copy number assay revealed 

that both clones contained a single transposon insertion (Figure 5-5C). Position 

effects caused by neighboring CCR5 genomic sequences could lead to silencing of 

the transgene. As analyzed by flow cytometry, robust GFP expression from targeted 

clones was detected beyond ten weeks of culture (Figure 5-5D). Populations 

expanded from clones 293-1 and 293-2 were found to be 99.9% and 98.0% GFP 

positive, respectively. 

 

5.4.5 Targeting efficiencies of hG3-TALC1 and hGT1-TALC1 

An initial PCR screen was used to estimate the relative targeting efficiencies of the 

five TALC1-directed pB constructs (Table 5-1). The two most promising constructs, 

hG3-TALC1 and hGT1-TALC1, resulted in more than one insertion within 250 bp of 

the TALC1 genomic recognition site. As described above, hG3-TALC1 transfection 

#1 was plated into wells on a 96-well plate and a single well containing a targeted 

colony was identified. Each well contained an average of 56 colonies, therefore we 

identified about 1 in 5,376 correctly modified cells. This represents 0.019% of total 

stably transfected cells. To gain a better understanding of the number of targeted 

cells present in our polyclonal populations, cells originating from a single hGT1-

TALC1 transfection and two hG3-TALC1 transfections were seeded into additional 
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wells. The hGT1-TALC1 transfection #1 was plated into 960 wells and an average of 

eleven colonies per well was counted. hG3-TALC1 transfections #1 and #2 were 

each plated into 480 wells and averages of sixteen colonies per well were counted. 

A single positive well was identified by PCR for all three transfections. By including 

the data from the first plating of hG3-TALC1 transfection #1, we determined that the 

percentage of targeted cells found for hG3-TALC1 transfections #1 and #2 was 

0.015 and 0.013, respectively, or 0.014 combined. The hGT1-TALC1 transfection 

resulted in 0.010% of targeted cells (Table 5-2). 

 

5.5 Discussion 

 The ability of viruses to efficiently introduce therapeutic transgenes permanently into 

cellular chromosomes has led to reliable treatments for a diverse set of genetic 

diseases (173). A system that could safely direct insertions to genomic safe harbors 

would overcome the strong preference for the disruption of active genes that 

burdens viral-based approaches (1-3) thereby transforming the gene therapy field.  

 

In an effort to reduce the risks of random viral insertion, Papapetrou et al. has 

defined criteria for de novo safe harbor sequences in the genome based on their 

position relative to contiguous coding genes, microRNAs and ultraconserved regions 

(174). This strategy involves clonally expanding cells containing random integrations 

followed by identifying all genomic insertion sites. Only clones containing a single 

insertion that is located within these "safe" regions are selected. This strategy does 

not require screening for insertions at specific sites which may reduce the necessary 
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number of clones. Drawbacks include the requirement for the identification of 

random insertion sites in the genome for each clone as well as ambiguity about the 

selected safe harbor. These de novo safe harbor sequences may perform 

unidentified cellular functions and local chromosomal position effects at these sites 

are unknown. These issues may necessitate individual characterization of each 

clone and are likely to be resolved by targeting a specific well characterized safe 

harbor. 

 

In an attempt to redirect viral insertions to a known sequence, a Human 

Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) integrase fused to a zinc finger, designed to bind the 

erbB-2 gene, has been shown to increase targeted integration into the genome by 

10 fold compared to wild-type HIV integrase (121). A non-viral alternative approach 

has been to use zinc-finger recombinases (ZFRs) consisting of a custom designed 

zinc finger DBD and recombinase catalytic domain. Insertion site preference can be 

altered by zinc finger binding, but is restricted by sequence requirements dictated by 

the native recombinase. Using directed evolution, unique catalytic domains have 

been produced that are able to tolerate additional core sequences, theoretically 

allowing ZFRs to target up to 3.77x107 unique genomic sites (175). ZFRs display 

high targeting efficiencies (8.3-14.2%) of stably transfected cells but are limited by 

target site inflexibility and low total integration efficiencies (0.14-0.31%).  

 

Targetable transposition, employing chimeric proteins consisting of a DBD fused to a 

transposase, can be used to preferentially insert transgenes near a specific 
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sequence. A variety of DBDs have been used to bias transposon integration on 

recipient plasmids in various cell types (47, 133-137, 142, 154, 176). Recently, 

endogenous transpositional targeting has been achieved (47, 176). The Rep DBD, 

known to target the wild-type adeno-associated virus (AAV) to a region on human 

chromosome 19 called AAVS1, was used to bias integrations of pB, SB, and Tol2 

transposons near both minimal Rep binding sequences (15726 sites per human 

genome) and consensus Rep binding sequences (2134 sites per human genome) 

(176). Previously, we demonstrated that a Gal4-pB transposase fusion was able to 

bias 24% of integrations near endogenous Gal4 recognition sequences, however 

these targets were found in numerous genomic locations and, like the Rep DBD, its 

recognition sequence was pre-defined (47). Moreover, in our preliminary study, 

single targeted clones were not isolated. Here, we have evaluated the ability of a 

variety of vector architectures to localize transposition near a user-defined TALE 

recognition sequence found in the CCR5 gene. TALEs are simple to generate and 

can be designed to specifically bind almost any sequence (177). By fusing a TALE to 

the pB transposase using a direct protein linker (hG3-TALC1 and hGT3-TALC1) or 

by tethering the TALE to the plasmid backbone (hGT1-TALC1, hGT3-TALC1 and 

hGR1T1-TALC1), or by combining both strategies (hG3-TALC1 + hGT1-TALC2), we 

achieved user-defined directed integration into the genome. We targeted an 

endogenous genomic safe harbor and recovered multiple insertion sites within this 

region ranging from 24 bp - 3991 bp near the TALE recognition sequence. Two "hot-

spots", 24 bp and 221 bp away, were targeted multiple times and most insertions 

(9/14) clustered within 250 bp of the TALE sequence. Rare targeted clones positive 
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for a single CCR5-targeted insertion were isolated and stable GFP reporter 

expression was confirmed for these cells. 

 

The aim of these experiments was to demonstrate the ability of our novel pB 

constructs to target a user-defined genomic address. Although we did successfully 

obtain targeted integrants, these primary experiments necessitate a number of 

improvements to the system. After transfection with our TALE-directed pB construct 

we performed a simple pre-plating step into a single 96-well plate followed by PCR 

analysis. This allowed for the isolation of a small pool (56 colonies) of potentially 

targeted cells before single-cell sorting. Although we were successful in identifying 

positive single-cell expansions in 1/48 (2%) of wells, it would be desirable to omit the 

pre-screening step used in these experiments. Although we were able to identify 

targeted insertion sites for all constructs except hGT2-TALC1, many transfection 

replicates did not give rise to detectable insertions (Table 5-1). It is likely that these 

polyclonal populations contained additional targeted insertions, however the 

percentage of targeted cells was very low and therefore was not detectable by our 

PCR screen. Moreover, the targeting efficiencies of total stably transfected cells 

observed for our constructs were 0.010-0.014%, which are significantly lower than 

nuclease-based approaches used to target CCR5 (178). These efficiencies might be 

improved by performing additional experiments aimed at optimizing transposase 

expression level by assaying a range of transfection concentrations. The hyperactive 

pB transposase is exceptionally efficient at integration (170, 172) and does not rely 
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on rate-limiting host-factors, as do alternative retargeting strategies. This system, 

currently in early stages, is ideally suited for improvements to efficiency.  

 

The pB transposase is autonomously functional in our system and therefore is able 

to integrate into many genomic locations. A major improvement to the system would 

be to make the localization or binding of pB to the genomic target a required event 

for transposition. This might be achieved by mutating the native pB DBD domain 

such that the transposase would be inhibited from binding off-target sequences and 

consequently rely on a user-supplied DBD, such as a custom TALE, for 

transposition. Furthermore, modifications to the dimerization domain could prevent 

pB from dimerizing in solution. Upon colocalization of both dimers at the genomic 

target sequence via attached TALEs, catalytic activity could theoretically be 

restored. Modifications such as these would be anticipated to not only eliminate off-

target integrations for targeted clones but also increase the total number of targeted 

cells due to the limited number of transposons being prevented from getting "soaked 

up" by the rest of the genome. Recently, Li et al. described excision 

competent/integration defective transposases with mutations in pB's DBD (179). 

Interestingly, the integration activity of these mutants can be rescued by fusing a 

custom zinc finger DBD to the transposase. However, integrations were not 

associated with the recognition sites of the custom zinc fingers, as genomic targeting 

using these fusion proteins was unsuccessful. Nevertheless, these pB mutants could 

potentially serve as a framework for future studies into site-required transposition.  
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Targetable nucleases have been used to insert transgenes into endogenous genes 

and safe harbor loci in embryonic and induced pluripotent stem cells (33, 180-184) 

and easy-to-implement modifications to both zebrafish and rat genomes have 

become a possibility (185, 186). One of the benefits of using transposase-based 

genomic targeting over nuclease-based techniques is that integration via the class II 

transposon cut-and-paste mechanism is readily identified by assaying the copy 

number of transposon insertions. Therefore a single-insertion clone is not expected 

to have additional DNA modifications (170). In comparison, because targetable 

nucleases are capable of mutating the genome without introducing an identifiable 

insert, it remains difficult to confirm the DNA integrity of modified cells. Genomic 

screens used to attempt to identify off-target nuclease mutations are complex and 

limited in coverage (27, 29, 33, 181). 

 

The pB system can permanently introduce large cassettes (>100 kb) encoding 

numerous components such as multiple transgenes, insulators, and inducible or 

endogenous promoters (187). The current study has laid the groundwork for 

enhancing this system by allowing researchers to potentially target integrations to 

nearly any genomic region. This system is especially applicable for cell-replacement 

therapies where safe single-targeted insertions could be verified ex-vivo and cells 

could subsequently be amplified and re-infused into patients. We envision targeted 

transposition could be used to intentionally disrupt endogenous coding regions or to 

direct insertions to user-defined genomic safe harbors in order to protect the cargo 
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from unknown chromosomal position effects and to circumvent accidental mutation 

of target cells. 

 

5.6 Figures 

 
5.6.1 Figure 5-1. pB targeting plasmids. The terminal repeat elements (TREs) flank the pB 

transposon. The 3'TRE resides within an introduced intron in the pB gene leading to 

inactivation of the transposase upon excision of the transposon. The CAG promoter drives 

expression of the pB targeting proteins and the internal ribosomal entry site (IRES) allows 

for dual expression of two proteins by the promoter. The UAS and R1 recognition 

sequences for the Gal4 and TALR1 DBDs were engineered into the plasmid backbones. 

The transgene can be Gateway recombined between the attR sites. (A) hG3-TALC1 (B) 

hGT1-TALC1 (C) hGT2-TALC2 (D) hGT3-TALC1 (E) hGR1T1-TALC1 

Gal45'TRE CAG 3'TRE

TTAA TTAA
attR2 attR1

transgene pB pB cont.TALC1

intron

pA
pB cont.

5xUAS 5xUAS 5xUAS 5xUAS

5'TRE CAG 3'TRE

TTAA TTAA
attR2 attR1

transgene pB pB cont.TALC1

intron

pA
pB cont.Gal4

5xUAS 5xUAS 5xUAS 5xUAS

5'TRE CAG 3'TRE

TTAA TTAA
attR2 attR1

transgene pB pB cont. TALC1

intron

pA
IRESGal4 Gal4

5xUAS 5xUAS 5xUAS 5xUAS

5'TRE CAG 3'TRE

TTAA TTAA
attR2 attR1

transgene pB pB cont.TALC1

intron

pA
pB cont.

transposon
A hG3-TALC1

5'TRE CAG 3'TRE

TTAA TTAA
attR2 attR1

transgene pB pB cont. TALC1

intron

pA
IRES TALR1TALR1

R1R1 R1 R1 R1R1 R1R1

E hGR1T1-TALC1

B hGT1-TALC1

C hGT2-TALC1

D hGT3-TALC1
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5.6.2 Figure 5-2. Schematic for various pB targeting strategies. For each strategy, all 

components are encoded on a single plasmid and most components have been omitted for 

simplification purposes from plasmids depicted in this figure. (A) hG3-TALC1 encodes a 

hyperactive pB transposase covalently linked to a TALE designed to bind a specific 

sequence in the CCR5 gene (TALC1). (B) hGT1-TALC1 encodes a double-DBD protein 

including TALC1 linked to Gal4. Tethering of the plasmid to CCR5 is mediated by Gal4 

binding to UAS sites found on the plasmid backbone and TALC1 binding to the genomic 
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recognition sequence. Additionally, hGT1-TALC1 encodes a Gal4-pB fusion to draw pB to 

the plasmid. (C) hGT2-TALC1 encodes a three-part protein consisting of Gal4 linked to 

TALC1 followed by the pB transposase. Tethering of the plasmid to the CCR5 genomic 

sequence is made possible by the TALE and Gal4 segment of the protein through binding of 

Gal4 to UAS sites found on the plasmid backbone. In addition, pB can be relocated to CCR5 

via direct linkage to TALC1. (D) hGT3-TALC1 is similar to hGT2-TALC1 except for the TALE 

and Gal4 DBDs are reversed. Similar to hGT2-TALC1, the TALE and Gal4 segment of the 

three-part protein mediates the relocation of the plasmid to CCR5. pB is directly linked to the 

duel DBDs and can therefore also be relocated to the site of interest. (E) hGR1T1-TALC1 

encodes a double-DBD including TALC1 linked to a second TALE (TALR1) made to bind 

specific recognition sites introduced into the plasmid backbone. The double-DBD can 

therefore simultaneously bind the plasmid and CCR5. hGR1T1-TALC1 also encodes pB 

linked to TALR1 for the relocation of the transposase to the plasmid backbone and 

consequently to CCR5. (F) hGT1-TALC1 was modified by replacing TALC1 with a TALE 

made to bind upstream of TALC1 in the CCR5 gene (TALC2) to make hGT1-TALC2. By 

combining hG3-TALC1 and hGT1-TALC2 plasmids in a single transfection both plasmid 

DNA retargeting and transposase retargeting strategies were used simultaneously to 

enhance transposition near CCR5. (G) The TALE-localized pB is expected to excise the 

transposon containing the reporter transgene GFP IRES neomycin (GIN) from the targeting 

plasmid and integrate nearby. Red arrows indicate PCR primers used to assay for targeted 

insertion. The depicted genomic primer CCR5 Rev is located 761 bp from the TALC1 

recognition site.  
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5.6.3 Figure 5-3. Verification of transposase and TALE activity. (A) Comparison of 

integration efficiencies between pB constructs transfected into HEK293 cells. One thousand 

cells were plated and cultured for three weeks before G418 resistant/GFP+ colonies were 

counted. Data are shown as mean values with SD (n = 3). (B) Binding activity of TALE 

proteins was determined using a transcription factor reporter activation assay in HEK293 

cells. TALC1, TALC2, and TALR1 activators were each assayed on luciferase reporter 

plasmids Rep C1, Rep C2, and Rep R1, which carried a single target site for each TALE 

activator (n = 4). 

 

 

 
 
5.6.4 Figure 5-4. (A) Chromatogram and sequence of PCR product recovered from a 

representative hG3-TALC1 transfection showing the pB TRE on the left in bold, TTAA 

junction, and flanking genomic CCR5 sequence on the right. (B) Locations of insertion sites 

recovered in the CCR5 gene. a. hG3-TALC1, b. hGT1-TALC1, c. hGT2-TALC1 (no 

insertions), d. hGT3-TALC1, e. hGR1T1-TALC1, f. hG3-TALC1 + hGT1-TALC2, and g. hG3 

(no insertions). 
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construct is # trans-
fection

distance 
to TALC1

transposon
orientation

flanking CCR5 
sequence

hG3-TALC1 a1 #2 1231 bp For. TTAATCAATGCCTT

a2 #3 221 bp For. TTAAAACTCTTTAG

a3 #1 24 bp For. TTAAGATAATCAGA

a4 #4 24 bp For. TTAAGATAATCAGA

a5 #2 639 bp For. TTAAAGGGAGCAA

hGT1-TALC1 b1 #5 24 bp Rev. TTAAGATAATCAGA

b2 #1 236 bp Rev. TTAAGCTCAACTTA

hGT2-TALC1 c0 -- -- -- --

hGT3-TALC1 d1 #3 221 bp Rev. TTAAAACTCTTTAG

hGR1T1-
TALC1

e1 #5 24 bp For. TTAAGATAATCAGA

e2 #1 3495 bp For. TTAAAAGGAAGTTA

hG3-TALC1 + 
hGT1-TALC2

f1 #4 37 bp For. TTAATAGCAACTCT

f2 #6 247 bp Rev. TTAAAAGGAAGAAC

f3 #5 659 bp For. TTAATAACTAACAA

f4 #3 3991 bp For. TTAAATGAGAAGGA

hG3 g0 -- -- -- --

 

 

5.6.5 Table 5-1. 
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5.6.6 Figure 5-5: (A) Cells from a hG3-TALC1 transfection were plated into a 96-well plate 

and one week later, individual non-overlapping colonies were established for counting. 40x 

magnification. (B) Nested PCR for the identification of transposition near CCR5. Expected 

products arose from 5 positive clones identified from hG3-TALC1 transfection, but not 

clones from hG3 control transfection. * sequenced non-specific PCR product. (C) 

Transposon copy number for clones 293-1 and 293-2. Quantitative PCR predictions were 

calibrated using a reference HEK293 cell line known to contain a single copy transposon. 

(D) Cells positive for GFP reporter gene targeting to CCR5 displayed sustained expression 

past ten weeks of culture. Flow cytometry analysis displaying GFP positive events for both 

untransfected HEK293 cells and an expansion of clone 293-1. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
5.6.7 Table 5-2. 
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TALC1 AND TALC2 SITES  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Intron 1 of human CCR5 chr3:46,411,950-46,412,060 (hg19)  
 
 TALEC2 (16.5)            TALEC1 (16.5) 
 
GAAGTCCAGGATCCCCCTCTACATTTAAAGTT 
 
GGTTTAAGTTGGCTTTAATTAATAGCAACTCTTAAGATAATCAGAATTTTCTTAACCTTTTAGCCTTACTGTTGAAAAG 
        
 
TALR1 SITE  
           

 
 
 
Human ROSA26 locus chr3:9,429,120-9,429,190 (hg19)  
 
     TALER1 (16.5) 
 
TGAAGTTAAGGAAATCTGCTTCCTGTCCTAGCATGCCCATTATCCCAGCCATACAGATTTAATACCAGGAG 
 
 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 16.5 

TALC1 T T T A G C C T T A C T G T T G A 

 NG NG NG NI NN HD HD NG NG NI HD NG NN NG NG NN NI 

                  

TALC2 C C A G G A T C C C C C T C T A C 

 HD HD NI NN NN NI NG HD HD HD HD HD NG HD NG NI HD 

                  

TALR1 C C T A G C A T G C C C A T T A T 

 HD HD NG NI NN HD NI NG NN HD HD HD NI NG NG NI NG 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
5.6.8 Figure 5-6. TALC1, C2, and R2 binding sites. 
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Primer sequences 
 

CCR5 For Primary GGGCACGTAATTTTGCTGTT 
CCR5 For ACCGCCAAGAGAGCTTGATA 
CCR5 Rev Primary TCCCTCTTGTCTGGAGGAAA 
CCR5 Rev TCAGAAGGCATCTCACTGGA 
PB 5TRE Primary   CGACTACGCACTAGCCAACA 
PB 5TRE   ACGGATTCGCGCTATTTAGA 
PB 3TRE Primary   GGTGCACGAGGTAAGAGAGG 
PB 3TRE   CCGATAAAACACATGCGTCA 
 

 
5.6.9 Table 5-3. 
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5.7 Contributions 

Research design: Jesse Owens, Stefan Moisyadi 

Conducted experiments: Jesse Owens, Damiano Mauro, Ilko Stoytchev, and Mital 
Bhakta 
 
Performed data analysis: Jesse Owens, Stefan Moisyadi 

Wrote or contributed to writing: Jesse Owens, Stefan Moisyadi 
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Chapter 6. Discussion 

 

Non-viral gene therapy approaches hold enormous promise for individuals with 

genetic disorders that are difficult to treat due to a lack of pharmaceuticals. Realizing 

the full potential of integrating vectors will require reliable methods for performing 

gene targeting. A major challenge is reducing the risk of insertional mutagenesis due 

to random insertion. Importantly, the propensity of viral vectors to preferentially 

integrate into active genes is a major concern.  

 

Targetable nucleases based on clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic 

repeats (CRISPR)/CRISPR associated (Cas9) and transcription activator like 

effector (TALE) nuclease (TALEN) systems are capable of inducing double stranded 

breaks (DSBs). These DSBs can enhance homologous recombination for the 

introduction of transgenes at specific sequences. However, off-target DNA 

cleavages at unknown sites can lead to mutations that are difficult to detect.  

 

We have recently improved the non-viral pB system and have demonstrated 

applications for these vectors. Unlike nucleases, pB can autonomously perform all 

excision and integration steps without activating the cellular DNA damage response 

pathway. Furthermore, nuclease-mediated homology directed repair occurs at the S 

and G2 cell cycle stages of replication. This requirement for cell division excludes 

possible therapies for the majority of tissues for nuclease-based approaches. Our 

unique self-inactivating pB vectors (GENIE) are intended to reduce cell genotoxicity. 
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Following pB expression and excision of the transposon, the transposase becomes 

inactivated and therefore cannot persist should it become accidentally integrated into 

the genome. We have demonstrated multiple applications for this single-plasmid 

vector (40, 43, 47, 48, 188, 189), including the stable knockdown of telomerase in 

cancer cells in order to inhibit growth described in Chapter 3 (189). GENIE vectors 

also effectively integrate into liver cells in-vivo when loaded onto microbubbles that 

are subsequently destroyed using ultrasound at the intended target tissue (188). The 

highest reported rates of transgenic animal production have been achieved using 

this vector (43) and we are currently using it to introduce transgenes for the recovery 

of damaged ischemic heart tissue (unpublished). Although GENIE plasmids can 

potentially integrate at any TTAA site in the genome, we have shown that these 

vectors display less of a preference for integration into genes compared to viruses 

(47).  

 

In an effort to avoid vector-based mutagenesis, we have developed an alternative 

strategy to nuclease-based approaches using chimeric pB-DBD fusion proteins and 

demonstrated the ability to deliver genes to predefined genomic locations. Chimeric 

pB-DBD proteins have been shown to be able to direct integrations to plasmid 

recipients harboring the upstream activating sequence (UAS) of the Gal4 recognition 

site in Aedes aegypti embryos (80). Of significance, our lab was the first to report no 

loss in activity for such chimeric fusion proteins (39). In contrast, fusion of DBDs to 

other transposases such as Sleeping Beauty (SB) were shown to result in a 

significant or even complete reduction of transpositional activity (39, 136, 137). 
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To further explore the potential of using a chimeric pB for gene therapy we analyzed 

the ability of Gal4-pB fusion proteins to target integration near UAS recognition sites 

in mammalian cells (91). We used a plasmid into plasmid approach in which the 

recipient plasmid contained a chloramphenicol gene and a UAS target site. The 

delivery plasmid contained the pB transposase, with or without a Gal4-DBD and a 

transposon delivery cassette harboring the neomycin (kanR) gene for bacterial 

selection. Integration of the delivery cassette into the recipient plasmid conferred 

double resistance to camR/kanR when transformed into E. coli. Transfection 

experiments in HEK293 cells suggested that, in our plasmid model, the addition of a 

Gal4-DBD to either N- or C-terminal end of the pB protein confers a propensity for 

transposition near the UAS site. In order to determine whether targeting could be 

achieved in a genomic setting, we used a recipient transposon containing the UAS 

flanked by the TREs of SB. This allowed for random integration of SB transposon 

targets into the genome of HEK293 cells, which in turn were targeted by the chimeric 

Gal4-pB. In order to detect targeted genomic insertion we used nested PCR with the 

forward set of primers complementary to the pB transposon and the reverse primers 

extending from the SB transposon target. As expected, we did not detect any 

targeted PCR products for the UAS-positive cell populations that had been 

transfected with native pB control transposase, clearly demonstrating that both the 

UAS recognition sequence, as well as the Gal4-DBD fused to the pB transposase 

were required for enhanced genomic targeting. Within the 8000 bp region that we 

analyzed, all of the 49 unique integrations recovered localized within 1300 bp of the 
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UAS site with the vast majority (96%) found <800 bp up- or down-stream from the 

UAS site. Gal4 is a Zn2/Cys6 zinc finger with a 6 bp binding site that occurs not only 

in our inserted UAS sites, but also at many endogenous human loci (151). To 

estimate the efficiency of the Gal4-pB fusion protein’s ability to insert near 

endogenous Gal4 recognition sites, we annotated the 56898 UAS-like sites found in 

the human genome and examined insertions located in the vicinity of these sites. A 

high-throughput insertion site analysis of more than 7000 unique genomic integration 

sites revealed that the cumulative percentage of integrations recovered dramatically 

increases up until 1800bp for nGal4–pB but not for pB–cGal4 or native pB. In 

summary, we were able to demonstrate the ability of our fusion constructs to bias 

24% of integrations near endogenous Gal4 recognition sequences and that the N-

terminal configuration of the chimeric pB-DBD is superior to the C-terminal 

conformation (91). This represent the first demonstration of directed pB insertion to 

both introduced and endogenous recognition sequences in the genome. 

 

This proof of principle encouraged us to develop a TALE-based targetable 

transposon system that has recently been used by us to direct integration into a 

single genomic address in order to provide a basis for safe clinical therapy. We 

further improved the pB system by designing a series of novel hyperactive pB 

constructs tethered to custom TALEs designed to bind a unique site in the human 

CCR5 genomic safe harbor. Multiple targeting strategies were evaluated using 

combinations of both plasmid-DNA and transposase-protein re-localization to the 

target sequence. Importantly, we successfully isolated cells containing single 
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targeted insertions (48). Given that the genome contains millions of potential off-

target integration sites available for random integration of the transposon, these data 

demonstrate that indeed, TALEs display the ability to direct the pB transposase to a 

predetermined genomic locus. To our knowledge, this is the first demonstration of a 

transposase facilitating TALE-mediated targeted gene transfer into a single user-

defined endogenous genomic location. 

 

Currently the most useful application for gene targeting with pB is ex-vivo gene 

addition. This type of therapy could theoretically be carried out by the following 

steps: 1) Primary cells with the capacity to clonally expand, such as induced 

pluripotent stems cells (iPSCs), are isolated from a patient with a genetic deficiency. 

2) These cells are transfected with targeting GENIE plasmids containing a 

transposon cargo encoding an expression cassette for the gene of interest. These 

vectors could be targeted to preferentially insert their cargo into a genomic safe 

harbor in order to provide uninhibited expression and eliminate risks of insertional 

mutagenesis at undesired sites. 3) Clones are single-cell expanded. 4) Clones are 

screened for inserts at the desired target sequence. Clones are also screened for 

the number of insertions. 5) Clones containing only a single insertion for which it is 

targeted are used for downstream therapies such as differentiating into a useful cell-

type from corrected iPSCs. One such example includes a study using parkinsonian 

rats that exhibited robust long term engraftment of midbrain dopamine neurons 

efficiently derived from human iPSCS. Following transplant, these rats showed 

complete rescue of amphetamine induced rotational asymmetry (190). 
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A major improvement to our targetable pB system would be a method for identifying 

correctly targeted from off-target cells. We are currently working on a "event 

detection" approach that will use nano-flare probes that can be used to FACS live 

cells expressing specific mRNA sequences (191). The safe harbor ROSA26 

transcriptional region will be targeted such that the insertion cassette will be 

appended to an endogenous non-coding mRNA. A nano-flare probe will span the 

junction flanking the insertion so that cells transcribing the uniquely modified mRNA 

will fluoresce. No activator/repressor domains or reporter/selection elements are 

required; therefore this event detection strategy could demonstrate feasibility for 

clinical applications. 

 

Possibly the most important result from these studies is the creation of the first 

known base-line efficiency for targetable transposition to a user-defined sequence. 

Because only a fraction of cells receive targeted inserts, this technology is not yet 

ready for use in-vivo, as the majority of cells would receive off-target integrations. 

However the major step that is required for improvements using directed evolution, 

is the base-line activity for which evolution can begin to change the properties of our 

transposase. This activity is absolutely required to kick-start improvements to our 

system. Someday it may be possible for us to generate targetable transposases that 

require binding to a specific sequence in order to mediate insertion. Should such a 

vector be achievable, we envision our targetable pB to have broad potential for 

ameliorating risks involved with current gene therapy approaches. The current 
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bottleneck is not the efficiency of gene addition but rather safety issues associated 

with these approaches. Therefore this work directly relates to our ultimate goal of 

enabling gene therapy to be a universal practice for combating not just terminal 

illnesses but a broad-spectrum of disease. 
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